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This report is the first part of a two-phase study for the survey and analysis of hydro-ski seaplane technology. As such, it contains qualitative correlations of the results of all data to define optimum hydro-ski shape, spray characteristics, and longitudinal, lateral, and directional stability during take-off and landing. A bibliography of hydro-ski technology is also included. The Phase II report, to be issued at a later date, will contain related parametric analyses.

These two documents will contain all of the information required for establishing a preliminary hydro-ski configuration for a given set of design criteria and thereby eliminate the need to review the entire vast literature on seaplane hydro-skis.
1. INTRODUCTION

This report covers the work done by Edo Corporation on Phase I of ONR Contract No. N00014-66-C0126. The basic purpose of this contract is to produce, by means of a survey and analysis, a single-source document defining the present state of knowledge of seaplane hydro-ski engineering technology.

Such a document, to be furnished as the end-product of this project, will contain all of the information required for establishing a preliminary hydro-ski configuration for a given set of design criteria and thereby eliminate the need to review the entire vast literature on seaplane hydro-skis. This information could then be used to rapidly assess the potentialities of hydro-skis for given applications and would also furnish specific quantitative guidelines for the preliminary design of hydro-ski installations.

The specific tasks assigned under this contract are as follows:

1. To conduct a literature search for all analytical and experimental data on aircraft hydro-skis and compile a bibliography;

2. To qualitatively correlate results of all data to define optimum hydro-ski shape, spray characteristics, and longitudinal, lateral, and directional stability during take-off and landing;

3. To quantitatively correlate results of all data to define hydro-ski size, ski location with respect to strut and aircraft, ski and strut resistance, ski loads and load factors in waves, strut attachment to the aircraft, effects of strut size and length, and installation weight.

The first two of these tasks have been accomplished under Phase I of this project, as fully described in this report, and the Task 1 bibliography forms Section 8 of this report. This listing, which covers about 200 references, is believed to encompass practically all of the published literature relating to seaplane hydro-skis. In compiling this bibliography, material relating to seaplanes, seaplane hulls, and other types of seaplane appendages (tip floats, hydroflaps, hydrofoils, etc.) was deliberately excluded.

To insure that the survey would reflect the most current knowledge, a number of persons associated with agencies presently most active in the hydro-ski engineering field were interviewed. Details of these interviews are given in a series of inter-office memoranda reproduced in Appendix A of this report.

The bulk of this report covers the qualitative correlation of hydro-ski information accomplished under the second task. However, for a coherent and definitive presentation of this information, the following introductory items have been included:
(a) A historical review of hydro-ski technology;

(b) A brief explanation of the difficulties inherent in the rough water operation of conventional seaplanes;

(c) The fundamental principles of hydro-skis, explaining their ability to overcome the conventional seaplane's rough water difficulties.

In presenting the qualitative correlation of hydro-ski data, it was assumed that the reader will have at least some limited familiarity with conventional seaplanes, from the standpoint of hydrodynamic and structural engineering as well as flight operations. However, it is believed that much of this information will be readily appreciated by others lacking such background.

The hydro-ski seaplane, conceived in 1947, has since been the subject of many programs of research and development by various government agencies, academic institutions, and private contractors. For the most part, the R & D program on hydro-ski seaplanes has been sponsored by the Hydrodynamics Branch, Airframe Design Division, Naval Air Systems Command (AIR 5301).

As a result of several full-scale evaluations, it is generally recognized that proper application of the hydro-ski concept can yield substantial improvements in seaplane rough water capabilities for take-off and landing, over those furnished by a hull-type aircraft of the same size. Although U. S. Navy operational requirements have not involved any quantity procurement of hydro-ski seaplanes, there has been a considerable accumulation of technical literature, reflecting the total sum of effort, knowledge and experience associated with hydro-ski application.

The principal purpose of this survey and study program is to synthesize the extensive and scattered literature on this subject into a single-source document. This will facilitate the tasks of the design engineer by providing him with a ready reference for the determination and justification of optimum hydro-ski arrangements.

This report, together with a companion report to be issued following completion of the second project phase, will constitute the single-source document synthesizing contemporary hydro-ski technology.
2. HISTORICAL REVIEW OF HYDRO-SKI TECHNOLOGY

Since the inception of the seaplane in the earliest days of aviation and, particularly along with the growth in aircraft size following the development of all-metal aircraft, the ultimate goal of many seaplane designers became the development of an open ocean seaplane capable of routine take-offs and landings in very rough water. Initially, most of the attempts used to achieve this goal were through increases in aircraft size. It was soon realized that this approach, in itself, was inadequate and that it would have to be supplemented by relatively radical changes in the basic seaplane hull configuration.

The most notable developments in this area, achieved mostly through towing tank experiments, were the "high length-beam ratio hulls" and the "extended afterbody hulls" which, although yielding significant improvements in the seaplane's rough water capabilities, still fell short of the open ocean performance goal.

It is interesting that what is now one of the most promising approaches toward the development of an open ocean seaplane, that is, the use of hydro-skis, originated from a different requirement, namely, the development of the high-speed seaplane. The introduction of the jet-engine and the rapid development of jet-powered high-speed landplanes led seaplane designers to consider even more radical seaplane hull configurations such as those using faired steps, retractable steps, etc.

In 1947, John R. Dawson and Kenneth L. Wadlin of the NACA's Langley Towing Tank designed and model tested a set of twin hydro-skis on a dynamic model of the Douglas D-558 jet propelled airplane. This configuration, shown in figure 2-1, essentially retained the streamlined fuselage of the original landplane design, but converted it to a seaplane by making it watertight and designing the twin skis so that they would retract flush with the fuselage bottom. The initial tests of this configuration revealed excessively high water resistance in take-off (later reduced by chine strips on the after portion of the fuselage) but, otherwise, indicated very satisfactory take-off and landing performance and stability characteristics. However, the landing impact load alleviation capability of the skis actually went unnoticed at that time.

While NACA was developing a feasible hydro-ski configuration for application to high speed seaplanes, Edo Corporation had contracted with the Air Force for the design study of an Arctic jet-powered fighter aircraft having operational capability for water, ice, and snow. The originally proposed concept incorporated a strengthened shock absorbing keel, and it was planned to modify an existing OA-9 airplane for a full-scale demonstration of the feasibility of this approach.

* The other principal problem area of open ocean seaplanes, that is, resting on the rough water surface, is not considered herein.

** Numbers in parenthesis refer to Bibliography Entry Numbers, Section 8.
Figure 2-1. First Hydro-Ski Seaplane Model: Douglas Model 558-1 Airplane with NACA Hydro-Skis
Directly prior to the start of this modification program, the results of the NACA hydro-ski development program became known. Edo Corporation thereupon recommended that the hydro-ski concept be adopted for the alighting gear system of an Arctic fighter in preference to the one originally proposed. Accordingly, a hydro-ski configuration was designed for the OA-9 aircraft. Towing tank tests of a 1/8-scale powered model performed by NACA gave extremely promising results. It was, in fact, these model tests that gave the first definitive indication of the impact load alleviation capabilities of hydro-skis. (5)

Edo Corporation then proceeded with the design and fabrication of the first successful full-scale hydro-ski seaplane which was initially flown in October, 1948 (figure 2-2). The flight test performance even exceeded towing tank expectations, in that water operations with only a single main hydro-ski were proven feasible (figure 2-3). Air force sponsorship of Edo hydro-ski development programs terminated at this time.

The Navy Department, impressed by the potential demonstrated by the OA-9 hydro-ski installation, undertook the further financial support for hydro-ski application to water-based aircraft. Edo Corporation then designed and modified a JRF-5 (Navy designation for OA-9) to incorporate a single hydro-ski installation. The Navy flight tests of this hydro-ski seaplane were conducted in 1952 with both a rigid support strut and a shock absorber support strut (figure 2-4).

Concurrent with this program, the Navy also sponsored a ski development for land-based aircraft. This concept, fostered by the All-American Engineering Co., and considered to be applicable to Marine Corps operations, would permit an aircraft to take off from and alight on the water, with the flight beginning and ending on the beach or a floating barge. Navy evaluations of this type of hydro-ski aircraft were conducted in 1952 on a SNJ-5C (figure 2-5) and an OE-1 (figure 2-6) in 1953.

Again with respect to the subject of hydro-skis for water-based buoyant aircraft, although the Navy flight tests showed that the JRF-5 with a single hydro-ski had excellent rough water performance, too much pilot skill was required to overcome the tendency toward lateral instability as the hydro-ski emerges. It was felt that this characteristic, inherent in a single hydro-ski design, could be overcome by means of a twin side-by-side hydro-ski configuration.

The next step in the program was an Edo Corporation twin-ski modification of a JRF-5 (figure 2-7). Navy tests of 1953 showed that the twin-ski configuration did improve lateral stability, but the most advantageous feature of the design was found to be the integral beaching wheels in each hydro-ski, which considerably simplified launching and beaching operations.

The Convair Division of General Dynamics had also been active in hydro-ski development and accomplished, in 1953, the first successful flight of a jet-powered hydro-ski seaplane (figure 2-8). This extensive program also included, in addition to the original twin-ski
Figure 2-2. First Full-Scale Seaplane Hydro-Ski Installation:
Grumman OA-9 Airplane with Edo Hydro-Skis
Figure 2-3. Grumman OA-9 Seaplane with Edo Single Main Hydro-Ski
(a) Rigid-strut configuration.

(b) Oleo-shock-strut configuration.

Figure 2-4. Grumman JRF-5 Airplane with Edo Single Hydro-Ski
Figure 2-5. North American SNJ-5C Airplane with All-American Flat-Bottom Skis and Wheels
Figure 2-6. Cessna OE-1 Airplane with All-American Ski Assembly
Figure 2-7. Grumman JRF-5 Airplane with Edo Twin Hydro-Skis
Figure 2-8. First Full-Scale Jet-Powered Hydro-Ski Seaplane: Convair YF2Y-1 with Twin Hydro-Skis
arrangement, a single large hydro-ski in 1954 (figure 2-9) and in 1957, coordinated with Mr. E. H. Handler of the Naval Air Systems Command, a single small hydro-ski Research Program (figure 2-10). In this same period, the Air Force undertook the sponsorship of an all-purpose landing gear, which included a set of hydro-skis. Stroukoff Aircraft Corporation designed and built such a pantobase landing gear for the YC-123E, which was flown in 1955 (figure 2-11).

Concurrent with these developments, the All-American Engineering Company was actively engaged in adapting planing hydro-skis to the wheels of land-based aircraft. After its initial successes with a Piper Cub, Stinson OY, SNJ-5C, and OE-1, hydro-ski installations were also flight tested in the XL-17D "Navion" and an Army U-1A "Otter" (figure 2-12).

As the Navy flight test program on the twin-ski JRF-5 was nearing completion, Edo Corporation proposed to the Navy that a P5M aircraft be equipped with a hydro-ski to enhance its ASW capability. Feeling the need first for operational experience on a hydro-ski seaplane in the patrol aircraft weight category, the Navy contracted with the Martin Company for a hydro-ski modification to the PBM-5, with Edo Corporation acting as subcontractor for the design and manufacture of the hydro-ski and strut. This configuration, in which the hydro-ski could be set at three different vertical extensions, first flew in 1955 (figure 2-13). Here again, the Navy evaluation reported excellent rough water behavior, with marginal lateral control at ski emergence as the primary problem.

During the Navy evaluation in 1958, of the PBM-5 with a single hydro-ski, Edo Corporation designed and fabricated a geometrically similar but smaller hydro-ski for the aircraft (figure 2-14). The flight tests demonstrated that such a penetrating type of hydro-ski displayed excellent rough water potential and furnished a distinct improvement over the larger hydro-ski installation in lateral stability at unporting.

Unfortunately, this PBM-5 airplane was destroyed by fire while it was in its hangar so that the prototype capabilities of this hydro-ski installation could not be more fully explored. Further prototype testing of newer hydro-ski designs is currently being accomplished by Thurston Aircraft Corporation through use of a Lake LA-4 amphibian (figure 2-15).

Except for the initial NACA demonstration of hydro-ski feasibility, the preceding discussion has been limited to a description of those hydro-ski developments which culminated in full-scale flight tests. Concurrent with these prototype installations, there have been a number of specialized experimental and analytical investigations dealing with fundamental aspects of hydro-ski applications which have furnished a substantial portion of the total knowledge of hydro-ski technology. The bulk of these studies have been performed by NASA, Davidson Laboratory, All-American Engineering, Convair, Edo, Grumman, and Martin. Most of these studies are related to the following subject areas:

A. Systematic measurements of planing loads;

B. Definitive formulation of laws for principal planing characteristics;
Figure 2-9. Single Large Hydro-Ski Installation on XF2Y-1
Figure 2-10. Single Small Hydro-Ski Installation on XF2Y-1
Figure 2-11. Chase YC-123E Aircraft Equipped with Stroukoff Pantobase Landing Gear
Figure 2-13. Martin PBM-5 Airplane with Large Edo Hydro-Ski
Figure 2-14. Martin PBM-5 Airplane with Small Edo Hydro-Ski
Figure 2-15. Lake LA-1 Amphibian with Thurston-Erlandsen Hydro-Ski Installation
C. Effects of beam loading on impact loads and aircraft behavior;

D. Additional impact load alleviation obtainable from shock absorbers;

E. Effects of surface proximity and ventilation inception;

F. Scale effects:

G. Impact theory.

Finally, this historical review would be distinctly incomplete if no mention was made of the flight testing of the prototype ski installations by the private industrial companies and, more particularly, by the U.S. Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, Maryland. These efforts have had a major effect on the course of seaplane hydro-ski development.
3. PRINCIPLES OF HYDRO-SKI APPLICATION

The basic principles relating to the hydro-ski application are perhaps best illustrated by first considering the behavior of a hull-type seaplane during take-off and landing.

In relatively calm water, the transition from the displacement to the airborne condition (and vice versa) is accomplished in a gradual manner, with changes in trim occurring only slowly over a small range of values. Because of the inherently slow trim changes, such as would occur in a stick-fixed take-off or landing, the pilot is in full control of the aircraft attitude, except during the low-speed displacement range.

However, this situation changes radically in the presence of waves whose heights are sufficient to influence the aircraft motions. In this situation, the waterborne airplane continuously experiences rapid pitch variations whose frequency and severity depends on the sea state. As water roughness increases, the associated high hydrodynamic forces and moments applied to the seaplane hull, in conjunction with the large induced angular motions, causes a decrease in pilot control effectiveness. Catastrophically dangerous attitudes may soon be reached, whereby the aircraft may either stall out and strike the water at sink speeds adequate to produce hull impact loads exceeding the hull design values or, make contact in a low trim attitude and dive below the surface. Such uncontrollable motions are a natural consequence of attempting to operate a conventional hull-type seaplane on a varying-contour air-water interface.

The aircraft motions induced during rough water operations are somewhat analogous to those experienced when flying through turbulent air. It is readily understood that, in turbulent air, the resultant dynamic forces vary principally because of changes in wing angle of attack. However, in the case of a dynamic lifting surface such as a seaplane hull bottom, in addition to the effects of trim change, the turbulent air-water interface also induces large variations in wetting of the dynamic surface with correspondingly large changes in both center of pressure and hydrodynamic force. It is this combination of large hydrodynamic impact forces and moments which make conventional seaplane operation in rough water extremely hazardous, if not impossible.

Some gains in seaplane rough water capability have been achieved by modifying the hull lines, but it is the application of hydro-skis which has resulted in the most significant improvements achieved to date. In principle, the hydro-ski is essentially a low-aspect ratio planing surface extending beneath the seaplane hull which, in the moderate to high speed range below take-off and landing, develops sufficient hydrodynamic force to permit seaplane operation on the water surface while maintaining the hull proper clear of the waves. Since the hydro-ski surface area is relatively small as compared with a seaplane hull bottom, it will maintain the center of pressure in the region of the aircraft center of gravity and prevent the development of excessive hydrodynamic forces and moments.
Thus, the hydro-ski is a rough water device which prevents the build up of excessive hydrodynamic loads during take-off and landing by preventing the hull from contacting the water under high speed conditions. Further, from the landing viewpoint, where dissipation of the aircraft's vertical momentum at initial water contact is required, a hydro-ski installation can be best regarded as a shock absorber system. A hull-type seaplane in landing presents a broad large surface to the water, which can develop extremely high hydrodynamic forces at a relatively low draft. On the other hand, a hydro-ski, with its comparatively smaller width and planform-area, limits the magnitude of the hydrodynamic force. This effect is achieved primarily by the ski's narrow width (beam) which limits the load that can be developed for given values of speed and trim and is thus often described as the "wetted chines" effect. The support strut provides a "stroke" of sufficient length to insure that, when the hull does contact the water surface, the aircraft's sink speed will have been reduced to a value which will not cause high hull loadings.
4. HYDRO-SKI CONFIGURATION CHARACTERISTICS

4.1 GENERAL

It is seen that the basic principles of hydro-ski application are fairly straightforward and simple. However, experience has shown that there are a multitude of design problems that must be carefully considered and solved before a successful hydro-ski installation is achieved. The basic reason for this can be traced to the fact that a hydro-ski installation must be designed to operate in transient conditions on a randomly varying interface.

There are many hydro-ski configuration characteristics which the designer must establish, of which the most fundamental are the hydro-ski area, the strut length, and the ski location. The primary consideration in establishing the hydro-ski area is the desired speed for raising the hull clear of the water, that is, the unporting speed. This value depends on the planing lift characteristics of the hydro-ski, as well as on the aircraft's aerodynamic characteristics.

The strut length selected is usually determined by the rough water design criteria but also has significant limitations imposed by considerations of strut hydrodynamic resistance. As stability considerations during take-off and landing are most important for the location of the hydro-ski, towing tank tests are utilized to establish the final position.

In reality, the various hydro-ski design parameters are closely related to several design conditions, so that the final choice of any single item usually represents compromises in the requirements for each condition. For example, the strut length, in addition to being a primary factor in establishing the rough water capability of the aircraft, influences the unporting trim angle, the hydrodynamic resistance, and the stability of the configuration. Consequently, whenever a design parameter is changed to improve one aspect of the performance, it becomes necessary to examine critically the effects of this change on other performance aspects.

Hydro-ski configuration design details can also be of great importance in the development of a successful installation. This is especially true in regard to those features which influence the spray characteristics. Spray problems have generally caused most of the major difficulties encountered during full-scale evaluation of hydro-ski seaplane performance. It has been found that relatively minor design modifications are often adequate for significant improvements in the spray patterns.

This section will discuss the various hydro-ski configuration parameters and their qualitative relation to the take-off and landing behavior of hydro-ski seaplanes.
4.2 HYDRO-SKI CHARACTERISTICS

4.2.1 Main Planing Characteristics

In the determination of the appropriate size of hydro-skis required to effect unporting at a selected speed, it is essential that the designer be able to predict the hydrodynamic lift developed by the hydro-ski at the instant the bow of the ski emerges through the water surface. This is readily accomplished by existing formulas which express the dynamic lift coefficient of a planing surface as a function of its trim, wetted aspect ratio, and deadrise.

Other significant hydrodynamic characteristics of the planing hydro-ski are its drag and center of pressure. The three parameters; lift, drag, and center of pressure, are termed the "main planing characteristics". Substantial experimental and theoretical efforts have been made to establish accurate equations for these quantities.

Two sets of semi-empirical equations for the lift and center-of-pressure are in current use; both of these are based on the extensive data obtained in towing tank studies. The NASA planing equations, which do not account for buoyancy effects, are considered to be most accurate for high Froude Numbers, while the Davidson Laboratory equations, which do account for buoyancy, are presumably more accurate at lower Froude Numbers. Thus, it may be said that an all-inclusive formulation of the hydrodynamic planing laws is still lacking.

For high trim angles, the drag of a hydro-ski may be taken simply as the lift multiplied by the tangent of the trim angle. For lower trim angles where skin friction becomes significant, suitable procedures for the calculation of planing drag have been developed by Davidson Laboratory and the David Taylor Model Basin.

As will be seen later in this report, the planing lift relations are also of significance with respect to hydro-ski landing impact values which are usually estimated by the "equivalent planing velocity" method.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (4), (6), (11), (13), (16), (19), (23), (26), (36), (43), (45), (46), (47), (48), (50), (51), (52), (54), (55), (59), (61), (62), (63), (65), (68), (69), (70), (77), (79), (82), (83), (84), (85), (88), (112), (113), (114), (118), (122), (124), (132), (135), (139), (140), (143), (144), (150), (154), (156), (174), (180), (187), (192).)

4.2.2 Beam Loading

The non-dimensional beam loading coefficient, $C_o = \frac{W}{\rho g b^3}$ (where $W$ = aircraft gross weight, $\rho$ = water mass density, $g$ = gravity acceleration, $b$ = hydro-ski beam), is the basic quantitative parameter relating ski dimensions to aircraft weight. This coefficient may be regarded as a hydrodynamic analogue of the aerodynamic wing loading. Just as the wing loading is the fundamental parameter affecting the magnitudes of an aircraft's gust loads and gust responses, the ski beam loading affects the magnitudes of the seaplane's landing impact loads and the associated seaplane motions.
More specifically, for the same seaplane gross weight, and under identical initial water impact conditions of resultant velocity and trim, the hydro-ski seaplane with the higher beam loading will develop a lower hydrodynamic impact load, (assuming the strut to be of adequate length). An increase in maximum water penetration is also realized with the narrower hydro-ski beam.

A general distinction is usually made between "large, non-penetrating" and "small, penetrating" hydro-skis. Non-penetrating hydro-skis are those of relatively low-beam loading coefficient, such that the ski bow does not submerge during the design impact conditions or, if submergence does occur, the maximum hydrodynamic impact load is developed prior to ski bow immersion. Penetrating hydro-skis are those of relatively high beam loading coefficient such that, under the design impact conditions, the maximum hydrodynamic impact load occurs at the instant the ski bow immerses. Further submergence of the ski then produces loads which are smaller than the (instantaneous) load occurring at bow immersion.

When planing at high speeds in waves, large hydro-skis tend to develop hydrodynamic forces sufficient to cause the aircraft to rebound from the surface. With a penetrating hydro-ski, because of the lower hydrodynamic lift, the aircraft is relatively insensitive to the water surface contour, and the ski thus has a greater tendency to "plow" through the wave crests.

A large hydro-ski is usually required for unporting at a speed sufficiently low to protect the hull from high wave impact loads as take-off speeds are approached. A small hydro-ski is more suited for operating at speeds near landing and take-off, since the penetrating action limits the loads developed, but the ski size is inadequate to keep the hull above the water at substantially lower velocities.

Large hydro-skis have typical beam loading coefficient values of about 10 while, for practical penetrating hydro-skis, the corresponding values may be anywhere from 50 to 200.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (9), (10), (16), (24), (30), (31), (34), (35), (38), (40), (41), (42), (44), (45), (49), (64), (66), (67), (73), (75), (80), (131), (134), (149), (163), (169), (174), (188), (189), (190), (192), (193), (196).)

4.2.3 Length-beam Ratio

By definition, hydro-skis are low aspect ratio hydrodynamic appendages. In the early NACA towing tank model investigations which established the feasibility of hydro-skis, both high and low aspect ratio surfaces were examined. With the high aspect ratio hydrofoils, the airplane model tested could not make stable transition from "foil submerged" to "foil planing" conditions. This behavior is, of course, well known to those familiar with the sport of water skiing.

As compared with a low length-beam ratio hydrofoil, the relatively high length-beam ratio hydro-ski affords, while piercing the water surface, a gradual change of wetted area with draft, as well as significant forward travel of the center of pressure with decreasing
trim during planing. Also, for the practical ranges of unporting speeds, the low aspect ratio hydro-ski approaches the water surface in a ventilated condition, where the flow is detached from the upper surface. This reduces the tendency to develop the lift-force breaks associated, for example, with hydrofoils of subsonic airfoil section, which induce emergence instability by cavitation or, in the absence of cavitation, through a rapid lift loss during the transition from fully-wetted submerged flow to the planing condition. These desirable inherent characteristics of the high length-beam hydro-ski are responsible for its present-day advantage over the hydrofoil for applicability to seaplane configurations in spite of the subcavitating hydrofoil's higher lift-drag ratio potential.

Hydro-ski length-beam ratios range typically from 3 to 8. The lower value is generally adequate to preclude the possibility of unstable "hydrofoil" effects while structural considerations generally place an upper limit on the practical value for higher length-beam ratios.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (24), (30), (33), (68), (78), (163), (181).)

4.2.4 Deadrise

In engineering practice, the final determination of the hydro-ski deadrise, or transverse section of bottom contour, is the result of practical considerations involving impact loads, planing characteristics, and ski retraction.

From a theoretical viewpoint, a flat-bottom (zero deadrise) hydro-ski is to be avoided because of the possibility of a zero trim impact, which could (theoretically) result in an infinite hydrodynamic force. Practically however, fluid compressibility, trapped air, structural elasticity, and the improbability of achieving a zero trim impact over an appreciable length of the ski, all combine to give finite load values. Nevertheless, in spite of these mitigating conditions, excessively high impact loads may result under certain circumstances. A moderate amount of deadrise, (10°), is considered adequate to eliminate concern for a zero trim impact.

From theoretical two-dimensional impact considerations it is possible to derive a variable deadrise bottom shape (convex keel, concave toward chine) which will develop a constant force during the non-chine immersed portion of the impact process. Although hydro-ski applications of this "constant force" bottom have demonstrated no significant difference in impact behavior, as compared with a vee-bottom hydro-ski of the same effective deadrise (angle measured from keel to chine), the low local deadrise in the vicinity of the chine tends to reproduce the beneficial effects of chine flare in reducing the spray height under planing conditions. The latter portion of this statement must be regarded cautiously since towing tank data indicates chine flare effectiveness only at low trims while full scale flight tests indicate the overall effectiveness of chine flare in reducing spray height.
It is anticipated that an operational aircraft hydro-ski will be retractable. Consequently, in order to minimize space requirements and eliminate the additional complexity of well-covering doors, it is desirable to design the hydro-ski bottom for flush retraction against the hull bottom. Considerable planing data has been accumulated showing that this practical approach in establishing the basic bottom contour of the hydro-ski is entirely acceptable.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (4), (6), (26), (33), (38), (40), (43), (47), (48), (51), (63), (64), (66), (67), (69), (73), (75), (79), (82), (83), (84), (85), (88), (113), (118), (127), (139), (143), (149), (174), (179), (192), (193).)

4.2.5 Planform

The planform parameters most significant for hydro-ski hydrodynamic qualities are the shapes of the ski bow and stern. The bow shape is of particular importance because of its basic effect on the spray characteristics during the ski unporting process. Experience with several prototype hydro-ski seaplanes has shown that these spray effects can create one or more severe problems involving: power loss and/or erosion due to engine and propeller wetting, high resistance, and excessive spray impingement loads on vulnerable portions of the aircraft.

Towing tank tests comparing several basic nose shapes have demonstrated that a hydro-ski bow shape of long triangular planform, sharp profile, and no bow rise, is most effective for minimizing the height and extent of the heavy spray occurring during ski emergence. The effects of auxiliary devices such as slotted noses, drooped noses, etc., on unporting spray are considered separately in this report section.

Tapered hydro-ski stern planforms also serve a number of important purposes. As compared with blunt trailing edges (square transoms), they:

(a) Produce more gradual rates of load build-up in individual impacts;

(b) Reduce ski and/or aircraft vibration when planing in short choppy waves.

Their effectiveness under the latter (b) conditions arises in part from their greater (equilibrium) drafts.

Thus, it appears that tapered sterns resembling ship's boattails are clearly preferable to square sterns. On the other hand, experience has also indicated that excessive taper, such as a pointed stern, is undesirable because it creates high and heavy spray patterns.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (49), (63), (72), (75), (77), (102), (105), (116), (122), (129), (138), (140), (141), (154), (163), (169), (176), (179). (193).)
4.2.6 Longitudinal Curvature

In designing practical hydro-ski configurations, it may be advantageous to incorporate some longitudinal curvature into the bottom shape for, as an example, flush retraction to the hull. Moderate longitudinal convexity or concavity can be designed into the hydro-ski lines, and experimental data are available for estimating their effects on the main planing characteristics, i.e., lift-drag ratio, lift coefficient vs. trim and draft, and center of pressure location.

At relatively low speeds, prior to emergence, the hydro-ski essentially acts as a low-aspect ratio airfoil. In this fully wetted condition, therefore, the upper surface shape influences the hydrodynamic performance. However, the low speed range is not critical for resistance, as is the high-trim unporting condition, in which the hydro-ski upper surface is unwetted. The contour of the upper surface therefore, need not necessarily conform to an airfoil shape. Towing tank data are available for evaluating the effects of upper surface camber on a hydro-ski when operating in the fully wetted condition. These data show that, for a given angle of attack, the lift coefficient increases with increasing camber. However, for a fixed lift coefficient, increasing the upper surface camber (and thereby the thickness) causes a reduction in lift-drag ratio. For most hydro-ski applications, therefore, hydrodynamic considerations may be secondary to others (such as retraction against the hull bottom) in establishing the upper surface lines.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (19), (26), (36), (64), (77), (78), (79), (80), (106), (114), (135), (156), (163), (169), (192), (193).)

4.2.7 Hydro-ski Cross-Section

The previous discussions on deadrise, planform, and longitudinal curvature are implicitly related to the hydro-ski cross-section. It is seen that hydrodynamic considerations may often be of secondary concern in establishing the details of the hydro-ski lines. All that is primarily required of the hydro-ski is that it be representative of a low aspect ratio surface. For the most part, the hydro-ski cross-section may be determined by strength criteria. However, in regard to the transverse section of the hydro-ski bottom, in order to obtain an efficient planing surface, sharp chines are required to give a clean flow breakaway. Otherwise, the flow tends to cling to the sides of the hydro-ski, resulting in loss of lift and increased friction drag.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (12), (77), (106), (163), (192), (193), (196).)

4.2.8 Auxiliary Features

As with many basically simple devices, significant improvements in hydro-ski performance over its operational range can be obtained by suitable modifications which, although adding to complexity and cost, result in worthwhile gains.
4.2.8.1 Slotted Nose

As previously mentioned, severe operational problems have sometimes occurred on full-scale hydro-ski seaplane installations during the unporting process. One of these involves a heavy burst of spray which is generated from the bow of the emerging hydro-ski, and is thrown upward, sometimes practically enveloping the aircraft, obscuring pilot vision, causing propeller thrust reduction and erosion, as well as engine corrosion.

The main spray pattern of a planing surface is generated in the region where it intersects the water surface. The relatively high normal pressures acting on the "spray root" region of the bottom surface in conjunction with the high trims associated with unporting are responsible for the high quantity of heavy spray.

One means of combatting this effect is by means of a slotted nose at the bow of the hydro-ski; this both prevents the build-up of the high pressure in this region, and redirects the spray, which would normally be thrown upward, towards the horizontal. Full-scale evaluation of this feature has demonstrated effectiveness on a large hydro-ski. There may be less need for a slotted bow on a penetrating hydro-ski (as was demonstrated on the small PBM ski) since, with higher unporting speeds, aerodynamic control may be available to maintain reduction in emergence trim which, in itself, tends to improve the spray characteristics.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (103), (104), (122), (124), (128), (163), (172), (175), (176), (177), (178), (190).)

4.2.8.2 Drooped Nose

Another approach for reducing the burst of heavy spray generally occurring at hydro-ski emergence is by means of a drooped nose hydro-ski. The heavy spray is, of course, a direct consequence of the high trim at unporting and the drooped nose reduces the effective trim at the ski nose while the ski bow region pierces the water surface.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (105), (122).)

4.2.8.3 Spray Strips

In addition to the momentary heavy spray occurring at hydro-ski emergence, excessive spray may also be encountered during the planing regime. The maximum planing spray height has been established to vary as the square of the speed and directly with the trim. It has also been established that although deadrise angle has only a moderate effect on spray height, the maximum spray height occurs at 10° deadrise. Vertical spray strips along the chine of a planing surface have proven to be effective in reducing planing spray height. Although some towing tank measurements demonstrate that vertical chine strip depths as low as
2 percent of the beam are effective as spray height reducers, it should be noted that the effectiveness of such shallow strips decreases with increasing speed and trim. A spray strip depth of 5 percent of the ski beam constitutes a near-optimum and highly effective value.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (15), (16), (22), (51), (72), (97), (105), (127), (129), (139), (144), (145), (156), (169), (170), (179).)

4.2.8.4 Trailing Edge Flaps

Relatively large hydro-skis tend to produce unporting speeds below which elevator control is ineffective. Consequently, high emergence trims with accompanying excessive high resistance and spray, may occur. Although aerodynamic forces may be inadequate to provide the pilot with sufficient longitudinal control to reduce the trim, a hydro-ski trailing edge flap has the inherent capability of doing so. The one full-scale attempt to use this type of device was unsuccessful. In the take-off runs, although the maximum trim at unporting was reduced, severe porpoising developed while the flap was being retracted in the planing regime. In the landing runs, excessive bow down motions occurred upon lowering the flap at too high a planing speed. This particular trailing edge flap design was a two-position system, which may have contributed to its detrimental features. Nevertheless, the fact that the hydro-ski trailing edge flap did reduce the maximum unporting trim, does indicate that, by proper design, it could be developed into a useful device to provide hydrodynamic trim control at speeds where adequate aerodynamic trim control does not exist.

(See Bibliography Entry Number: (103).)

4.2.8.5 Variable Area

The hydro-ski area required for the desired unporting speed may be excessive with respect to its impact characteristics at getaway and landing speeds, for which a smaller area hydro-ski is more appropriate. These conflicting requirements have led to the concept of a variable area hydro-ski, wherein mechanical methods are used to obtain a reduction in ski area after unporting. This reduced area is also used for landing, wherein the small area is used for the original impact, and the larger area is introduced directly prior to the small area submergence.

One design concept for a variable area hydro-ski incorporates longitudinally pivoted side flaps. This design has been successfully applied to a full-scale non-buoyant hydro-ski aircraft. In this case, the larger area, although not related to unporting speed, is used to permit immediate planing as the aircraft makes a ramp-to-water entry.
Another design concept is the use of a "sub-ski" which can be retracted flush into a large hydro-ski. With this design, the large hydro-ski (and contained small hydro-ski) are extended until the unporting speed is exceeded and stable planing has been established. The large ski is then retracted, leaving the smaller ski extended until getaway. The process is reversed in landing. This design approach has been evaluated in towing tank tests where it was compared with a side flap-type variable area hydro-ski.

The towing tank tests revealed that, in comparison with the side flap type, the sub-ski type variable area hydro-ski had relatively poor trim and center of gravity limits of stability. An examination of both ski configurations reveals that the length of the side flap ski remains constant while the length of the sub-ski type is reduced by 1/2, when the area is reduced. It is likely that this inherent limitation of the available center of pressure travel was the cause of its poor stability characteristics.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (16), (22), (31), (95), (96), (97), (138), (139), (140), (172), (176), (178), (186), (189).)

4.2. 8. 6, Integral Beaching Gear

A hydro-ski and strut combination extending downward from the hull naturally leads to consideration of an integral beaching gear arrangement. Beaching wheels have been successfully applied to prototype twin hydro-ski seaplanes to permit rapid and direct ramp-to-water transition. Towing tank test results have demonstrated that small beaching wheel protuberences from the hydro-ski keel result in only minor compromises in hydro-dynamic performance.

The associated mechanical design aspects depend upon the particular aircraft configuration. For example, it may be necessary to include a system which allows pivoting of the hydro-ski to accommodate the airplane attitude change that occurs in going from the ramp to the waterborne condition. A single ski configuration, of course, requires additional lateral support which could take the form of beaching wheels in the wing tip floats.

Thus, it appears that, as compared with a hull type seaplane, a hydro-ski seaplane offers excellent potential for simplifying beaching operations.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (11), (22), (25), (95), (96), (97), (98), (99), (100), (112), (138), (139), (140), (141), (175).)
4.3 HYDRO-SKI INSTALLATION CHARACTERISTICS

4.3.1 Basic Installation Geometry

4.3.1.1 Ski Location

Proper location of the strut-hydro-ski installation is necessary to ensure satisfactory longitudinal stability characteristics during take-off and landing. A ski location too far forward will cause excessive pitch-up, inducing premature rising of the aircraft, while too far aft a location will cause diving.

In general, it is desired that, in landings, the resultant hydrodynamic load vector pass through the airplane center of gravity, so that vertical motions are effectively decelerated with minimum generation of angular motions. Tow tank landing tests have clearly established that increasing hydro-ski beam loading tends to necessitate further forward ski locations. This result is readily explained by the greater strut drag contribution associated with a penetrating hydro-ski.

Since the proper strut-ski location involves the correct balance between aerodynamic and hydrodynamic moments during both take-off and landing, towing tank model tests are employed for the purpose of establishing the optimum longitudinal position of a specific hydro-ski configuration.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (1), (27), (30), (97), (111), (128), (130), (131), (169), (172), (176), (178), (181), (187), (188), (192), (193), (196).)

4.3.1.2 Hydro-Ski Incidence

Among other things, the main planing characteristics of a hydro-ski depend directly on the ski's trim angle, i.e., the angle between the ski keel line and the water surface. When installed on a seaplane, the ski trim becomes the sum of the hull trim angle and the ski incidence relative to the hull keel. The latter angle thus becomes a design parameter and, as will now be made clear, is of considerable importance in achieving an optimum ski installation.

The most basic problem area relating to ski incidence deals with the possibility of aircraft diving. Diving can be caused by the ski in two different ways. First, it is clear that if, for any reason, such as excessively low ski trim in ski impact during landing, the ski should develop negative vertical loads or even, under less extreme circumstances, inadequate positive loads, diving will result. Secondly, diving of the aircraft can also result, even though the ski generates substantial positive vertical impact loads, in the event that the resultant load passes aft of the seaplane's c.g., thus creating a net applied diving moment. This latter consideration makes clear both that the optimum ski incidence depends directly on the ski location relative to the aircraft and, also, that for any fixed ski location there is a well-defined upper limit of allowable ski incidence.
It is also readily appreciated that, as compared with calm water landings, rough water landings are much more critical with respect to both sources of the diving action. A landing on a wave flank reduces the ski's effective trim angle and can thus induce negative loads if the basic ski incidence is too low. Alternately, if the ski incidence is so great that impact loads produce diving moments, this effect is exaggerated in wave flank landings because of the net load increase resulting from the increased effective flight path angle.

Finally, it may be noted that, because different ski beam loadings usually call for differences in ski longitudinal location, as has been indicated above, the ski beam loading has an indirect, but still definite effect on the ski incidence requirements.

The foregoing discussion serves to explain the principal towing tank test results relating to ski incidence. In a series of rough water landing tests covering a wide variation in ski beam loadings, it was found that the highest beam loading ski (C = 600) required a far forward location and an incidence of 8° to eliminate diving. Although not explicitly described, it is clear that the diving tendencies occurring at the lower ski incidence values correspond to the first case described above. In another series of tests of a penetrating hydro-ski configuration, it was found that ski incidence improved the aircraft's landing performance in calm water by permitting a reduction in the aircraft's initial contact trim angle before diving occurred. On the other hand, the same ski incidence actually increased the aircraft's diving tendencies in rough water.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (30), (111), (128), (130), (131), (133), (188), (191), (192), (196).)

4.3.2 Strut Characteristics

4.3.2.1 Strut Location Relative to Ski

For the most part, the strut location relative to the ski is governed by structural and/or mechanical considerations rather than by hydrodynamic considerations. This is particularly true in the case of large non-penetrating and/or low aspect ratio skis where, for example, the strut location may be selected to minimize ski design bending moments, etc. For penetrating and/or higher aspect ratio skis, where strut location has a relatively smaller effect in the optimization of ski structure, the location can sometimes be varied slightly to improve the ski ventilation characteristics. In this case, the final choice of the strut location will be influenced by the strut cross-section, as further explained in Paragraph 4.3.2.3.

4.3.2.2 Strut Length

It is apparent that the length of strut to which the hydro-ski is mounted is a fundamental parameter in establishing the load alleviation capability of the attached hydro-ski. Too short a strut length will not protect the hull from high hydrodynamic impact loadings, while too long a strut will generally create problems relative to drag and stability.
Although a hydro-ski installation will increase the rough water capability of a given seaplane, for any particular hydro-ski installation there is obviously a sea state limit above which the ski-strut combination is ineffective in permitting rough water operations. As indicated above, there is a limit to which strut length may be increased for further improvement in wave height capability.

Strut length selection is of major importance with respect to the design rough water conditions of the hydro-ski seaplane. It is obviously desirable to make the minimum strut length consistent with the rough water criteria.

Historically, it has been the practice to make the hydro-ski strut length equivalent to the design maximum wave height. Experience has shown that, for low beam loading hydro-skis, wave heights greater than the distance from the ski keel to hull bottom can be successfully negotiated. Existing full-scale results also indicate that for high beam loading (penetrating) hydro-skis, the ski extension should approximate the design wave height.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (5), (8), (15), (20), (22), (23), (27), (30), (93), (102), (103), (104), (111), (128), (145), (147), (173), (177), (181), (184), (190), (191), (192), (193).)

4.3.2.3 Strut Section

The only function of the hydro-ski support strut is to position the ski at the required location below the hull. Any hydrodynamic forces developed by the hydro-ski support strut only serve to deteriorate the resistance and stability of the configuration.

Minimum resistance considerations will lead to the selection of streamlined strut sections. These, however, can give appreciable side loads under yawed conditions so that directional and lateral stability performance is compromised. Consequently, the streamlined strut sections should be the smallest permissible consistent with structural strength requirements.

Although a streamlined strut is indicated, the trailing edge should be of the blunt "base vented" type in order to enhance ventilation of the hydro-ski upper surface. This feature will contribute to precluding lift force breaks during unporting, with their attendant emergence instability.

Model tests have revealed a "choking" phenomenon in base-vented struts. It has been observed that the air rushing down the ventilated cavity can cause thin spray sheets, aft of the strut, to contact each other, thereby sealing the cavity from the atmosphere. It is likely that this effect does not apply to full-scale conditions, wherein spray sheets are not "solid" as they are under the surface tension effects at model scale.

As the strut side forces are the primary cause of directional and longitudinal stability problems, further hydrodynamic design efforts are needed to develop relatively low
drag sections with low lift slope curves. A possible strut section satisfying this criterion might be one having a step near the leading edge, or, alternately, having a blunt leading edge for the generation of a cavity clearing the entire strut section.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (76), (86), (111), (114), (115), (123), (169), (192), (197).)

4.3.3 Shock Strut Mountings

In order to protect the seaplane hull from high hydrodynamic impacts, a hydro-ski must, by necessity, be attached to a strut (or strut system) extending below the hull. In the interest of achieving the greatest possible hydrodynamic load reduction for any particular installation, considerable developmental effort has been spent on the incorporation of shock absorbers into the ski support structure.

The various analytical, model, and full-scale investigations of such installations have demonstrated that, for low beam loading hydro-skis, shock absorber mountings provide significant load reductions over and above those with rigid struts. However, it has also been demonstrated that, in some hydro-ski installations, the shock absorbers can be the source of other severe problems.

For example, it was found in the first full-scale flight tests of a shock absorber-trimming hydro-ski configuration that the take-off trim limits of stability were unsatisfactorily high and narrow, permitting take-off in calm water only. The oleo damping characteristics were then revised, which effectively improved the longitudinal stability during take-off but resulted in excessive cockpit vibrations during take-off in choppy water.

The conventional aircraft shock absorber tends to act like a rigid strut under a rapid loading rate or high frequency of load application. This is the situation that occurs during high speed planing over short steep waves. A lead rate-sensitive shock absorber has been developed which does not become "stiff" under rapidly applied pulses. Although a somewhat complex device, this "low-band-pass" shock absorber appears to offer a solution to the vibration problem encountered when shock mounted hydro-skis plane in choppy waves.

Shock absorber-mounted hydro-skis may be of either the translating or pivoting type. A translating ski compresses the shock absorber strut without changing trim, while a pivot at the bow causes trim reduction during compression of the other type. Comparative towing tank tests show that both types are effective in reducing hydrodynamic impact loads of low beam loading hydro-skis, particularly at the lower wave length-height ratios, with slightly more load reduction exhibited by the translating hydro-ski.

In designing a shock absorber strut for the translating hydro-ski, it is necessary to ensure that the strut bending moments developed during hydrodynamic impact loading do not cause binding, which would prevent vertical motion of the hydro-ski.
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Because of the much lower impact loads achievable with high beam loading skis, the use of auxiliary mechanical shock absorbers does not appear warranted and, in fact, no tests of such combinations have ever been attempted.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (14), (20), (21), (22), (23), (24), (28), (29), (32), (60), (74), (91), (93), (94), (95), (96), (97), (98), (101), (109), (116), (119), (138), (140), (141), (145), (146), (147), (150), (152), (153), (155), (157), (158), (160), (161), (162), (165), (167), (170), (171), (172), (173), (175), (182).)

4.3.4 Multiple Ski Configurations

It is obvious that, when planing on a single hydro-ski, the seaplane has inherent transverse (rolling) instability and that, correspondingly, stable roll attitudes can only be maintained through aerodynamic control initiated by the pilot. Through experience, it has been found that this problem is most critical in taking-off of conventional seaplanes equipped with large single skis at speeds just beyond ski unporting. In these configurations, the wing tip floats are too far above the waterline to provide hydrodynamic stability and, further, the airspeed may also be somewhat too low for adequate aileron control. (This difficulty is automatically eliminated, of course, with single small skis which result in higher unporting speeds.)

The lateral instability problem associated with large single skis can, of course, be overcome without change of unporting speed through use of twin (side-by-side) hydro-skis. Full-scale tests of twin ski installations have shown that, with proper design, not only is the inherent instability of the single ski completely eliminated, but considerable improvement in cross-wind planing maneuverability is likewise achieved. Another extremely important advantage of the twin ski installation is its intrinsic suitability for the incorporation of integral beaching wheels. (Effects of non-simultaneous ski unporting are discussed in Section 7.)

No specific numerical criteria have yet been established for the basic design of twin ski installations. For example, in replacing a single ski with twin skis, a variety of approaches (or combinations thereof) may be used whereby: the single ski planform area is maintained, or the single ski beam loading is maintained; the single ski aspect ratio is maintained, or the single ski length is maintained; etc. Similarly, no precise criteria are available for the lateral spacing (tread) of twin skis and it appears that, in the past, guidance has been obtained from standard practice for landplane wheel gear, as modified by strut length and ski retraction requirements when necessary.

Another parameter affecting the lateral stability is the ski cant angle, as cant angles other than zero are sometimes desirable for retraction purposes. While no criteria for this quantity are presently available, they can be devised by utilizing the concept of metacentric height in conjunction with the known planing characteristics of rolled skis. (This type of consideration has been used in connection with the transverse stability of surface-piercing hydrofoils.) Further, it is obvious that, for the limiting case of narrow beam skis, the minimum criterion is that the normal to the ski keel line must pass outboard of the aircraft c.g.
Twin hydro-ski installations have proven most successful when used with single-engine aircraft. When applied to a twin-engine aircraft, the advantages cited above were largely offset by the deleterious effects of the spray created during ski unporting. This spray was sucked into the propeller disks, engine cowling, and carburetor intakes, with such a large and rapid resultant reduction in propeller thrust that take-off performance became almost marginal. It follows that, in any multiple ski location, the location of the skis relative to engines and propellers is probably the most important design parameter.

A "tricycle" hydro-ski configuration consisting of a small nose ski and two main skis has been investigated in towing tank tests. Although this configuration was shown to be definitely feasible, it proved somewhat susceptible to longitudinal instability problems resulting from high hydrodynamic pitching moments in rough water.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (1), (5), (6), (12), (18), (20), (22), (32), (70), (81), (95), (96), (97), (98), (99), (100), (101), (107), (109), (110), (116), (117), (120), (138), (139), (142), (145), (146), (173), (175), (181).)

4.3.5 Retraction System

It can be stated categorically that, on an operational aircraft, hydro-skis and their support struts will be retracted in flight to optimize aerodynamic performance. It follows that consideration of the retraction system must be regarded as a fundamental aspect in the design of the entire ski system which, in many cases, is liable to impose significant limitations thereon.

In view of the diversity of approaches available for design of retraction systems, past practice in this area has been rather limited. In the two cases where existing seaplanes were retrofitted with retractable skis, the retraction systems were designed to minimize aircraft modifications. In both of these (PBM-5 and HRV-1), the (single) ski can be retracted against the hull keel by vertical translation of the strut into a hull well. Further, in the case of the PBM-5, the ski's upper camber and deck cross-section are geometrically incompatible with the hull's bottom lines. Systems of this sort may be considered definitely inadequate from the aerodynamic viewpoint which requires the ski gear to be fully retracted inside the aircraft structure through use of wells and doors, or, if external, to be completely flush mounted, such as on the F2Y. If wells are used for internal stowage of ski gear, their design will usually be complicated by watertightness requirements.

While little specific discussion of ski retraction systems can be made, it appears that future designs will rely on the mechanical ingenuity of the design engineer in the employment of such approaches as pivoted struts, telescoping struts, parallelogram linkages with multiple struts, etc., in conjunction with suitable actuation systems. In this connection,
it should be mentioned that, as the transverse cross-section of a hydro-ski is generally of secondary hydrodynamic concern, a hydro-ski with a "bent plate" cross-section is most advantageous for a simple retraction system. For this type of ski, the upper surface can be shaped to match with the hull bottom when retracted, and the associated aerodynamic drag penalty would be small.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (100), (102), (104), (106), (109), (147), (162), (164), (165), (167), (172), (176), (178), (182), (183), (184), (190), (191).)
4.4 DESIGN LOADING CRITERIA

4.4.1 Hydro-Ski Load Criteria

Present day analytical procedures are adequate for determining the magnitude of the hydrodynamic load resulting from any single impact with given initial approach conditions. For any specific aircraft, it would also be a fairly simple matter to define a design critical impact condition by combining the highest values of landing speed, sink speed, trim, and wave slope. However, the improbability of the simultaneous occurrence of all four maximum values under operational conditions would clearly result in a structurally overdesigned hydro-ski.

It is much more rational to establish hydro-ski design loadings by considering realistic impact conditions occurring during rough water landings, with due regard for the probability of encountering these conditions in the operational life of the airplane. This type of consideration must be combined with others involving the time-history of the ski-borne portion of landing runouts made through actual wave contours.

The computation just described, which includes heave, pitch, and surge response of the aircraft, is a fairly formidable task requiring the use of an electronic computer. Although the techniques for performing this analysis are currently available, no correlations between such calculations and measured full-scale data have yet been made. In view of this information gap, the accuracy of such calculations must remain in question.

Accordingly, pending the demonstration of adequate correlation of calculated and actual full-scale hydro-ski loads during a landing run-out in waves, resort must be made to a somewhat semi-rational approach. For this approach, it is recommended that advantage be taken of a well-recognized landing behavior characteristic of hydro-ski seaplanes. That is, the primary difference in motion response between a hydro-ski and conventional hull seaplane, when landing in waves, is that the latter experiences considerably higher magnitudes of angular motion. As a consequence, subsequent impacts during the landing run-out of a hull-type seaplane are usually more severe than the initial impact. In contrast to this, because of the relatively low pitch response of a hydro-ski seaplane, there is considerably less likelihood that a subsequent impact will be more severe than the initial impact.

Thus, as an interim procedure for the establishment of design loading criteria for seaplane hydro-skis, it appears reasonable to perform a series of hydro-ski impact load calculations for the initial impact conditions only, using the assumption that the aircraft does not pitch during the impact. Such calculations would use realistic values for wave slope, landing speed, and trim, while the desired degree of conservatism would be achieved by use of arbitrarily high values for the design sink speed.

A number of full-scale ski structures based on such design flight landing loads have proven to be entirely satisfactory from the standpoints of strength and rigidity but it must be recognized that, in some cases, these designs also deliberately incorporated somewhat large safety margins.

(See Bibliography Entry Number: (174).)
4.4.2 Strut Load Criteria

As hydro-ski strut sections will generally be of high fineness ratio, it is evident that the design loading conditions most critical for the strut design are those producing lateral bending moments in the strut. The limited full-scale data available indicate that strut lateral bending moments are relatively insignificant during take-off and landing, but can be of appreciable magnitude if water looping occurs.

Since the parameters pertinent to a design water looping condition would be difficult to establish, it is recommended that an exaggerated yawed landing criterion be used instead. Based on flight test data, it appears that a landing condition involving 5° yaw is adequate for the structural design of a hydro-ski strut of faired shape.

4.4.3 Hull Load Criteria

In a sense, the primary function of a hydro-ski installation is to protect the hull from developing the high hydrodynamic loads that would otherwise occur in impacts at speed conditions associated with landing and take-off. Nevertheless, since for a portion of the landing and take-off run, the hull may readily contact the water, hull design loading criteria are necessary.

Considering hydro-ski seaplane take-off and landing characteristics, it appears that a rational condition for hull design loads could be based on wave impacts at unporting speeds during take-off and ski submergence speeds during landing. On the other hand, if, for increased structural reliability, impacts at take-off and landing speed are considered, due account should be taken of the effects of the hydro-ski in reducing the aircraft's vertical velocity component. The methods used for hydrofoil boat hull loads criteria, with some modification, may be applicable to hydro-ski seaplanes, but this approach has not yet been investigated.

4.5 HYDRO-SKI INSTALLATION WEIGHT DATA

To this date (1966), no operational buoyant hull hydro-ski seaplanes have been built, although several configurations have been proposed. The existing hydro-ski installation weight data are therefore based on test-bed and experimental aircraft installations developed when hydro-ski design technology was in its early stages. Structural design approaches used in these early designs were distinctly and deliberately conservative, so that structural weights were substantially greater than they would be if a greater understanding of hydro-ski design load criteria existed at the time. Even so, a weight comparison, made in 1954, of hydro-ski and support strut versus landing wheel, brakes, tires, tubes, and struts (retracting mechanism not included) indicated a slight weight advantage for the hydro-ski and strut over conventional landplane landing gear for a given aircraft gross weight.

Further, and of considerable practical significance, this comparison assumed the
use of large hydro-skis. It is evident that this comparison would be even more favorable to the ski installation had it been based on the penetrating type of ski, with proper accounting for the direct effect of the physical size of the ski as well as the indirect effect of the associated smaller design impact loads.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (95), (141), (162), (165), (169), (174), (182), (187).)
5. HYDRO-SKI SEAPLANE HYDRODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

This section presents a qualitative description of the present state of knowledge of the hydrodynamic characteristics of hydro-ski seaplanes, with principal emphasis on resistance and loads. Further, because of the fundamental importance of towing tank hydrodynamic tests in the development of hydro-ski seaplane configurations, a description is first given of the problems involved in correlating the results of such tests with those of the prototype seaplanes.

5.1 TOWING TANK MODEL-PROTOTYPE CORRELATION

At an early stage in the history of seaplane development, towing tank model tests were utilized to provide design guidance and to assist in the prediction of prototype hydrodynamic characteristics. It has always been recognized however, that even for exact dynamic scaling of model-prototype physical characteristics, towing tank seaplane model behavior, especially in waves, does not furnish precise quantitative representation of the prototype characteristics. Nevertheless, because of extensive experience in the qualitative correlation between model and prototype performance of conventional hull seaplanes, tow tank tests remain a key phase in any hydrodynamic design program.

Because of its previously proven value, it is logical that the hydrodynamic development of a hydro-ski seaplane configuration should also involve a towing tank test program, even though the results must be carefully analyzed and interpreted to ascertain their applicability to full-scale characteristics.

In effect, the towing tank and model combination represents a mechanical analog computer programmed to give the dynamic response of the seaplane during air-water interface operations. However, as with all computers, the degree to which the output simulates actual conditions is directly related to the realism of the inputs. The input realism is the basic problem concerning tow tank testing techniques. The significant parameters affecting the correlation of tow tank model and full-scale hydrodynamic characteristics will now be considered under three broad categories:

(a) Towing tank model vs. prototype aircraft;
(b) Towing tank vs. prototype operational environment,
(c) Factors associated with pilot control of the prototype aircraft.

5.1.1 Towing Tank Model vs. Prototype Aircraft

5.1.1.1 Froude Scale Relations

Towing tank seaplane model tests involve hydrostatics, hydrodynamics and
dynamics. Model simulation of the full-scale seaplane in all of these respects is achieved first, by making it geometrically similar and, second, by application of the Froude scaling laws. These laws define the relations between model and full-scale values of weight and moments of inertia (alternately, radii of gyration) and, also, between model and full-scale speeds. The scaling laws also implicitly require simulation of the full-scale c.g. Models obeying these scaling laws are said to be "dynamic models". Conformity with these laws ensures the proper simulation of the full-scale flow conditions inclusive of the principal interface effects (wave formation, roach formation, etc.).

For reasons described later, the only moment of inertia of significance in model tests is the longitudinal (pitching). Because of practical difficulties in ballasting models, the model moment of inertia frequently exceeds the correct Froude-scale value. Tests have shown that, provided this discrepancy is not excessive, such differences have a negligible effect on the model's dynamic behavior.

The use of the Froude scaling laws means that the model tests reproduce the full-scale Froude Number. Under these circumstances, the model will not reproduce certain other full-scale parameters of which the most significant are the Reynolds Number and the Weber Number. These discrepancies give rise, respectively, to difference between model and full-scale values of skin friction and the detailed nature of the spray. Discussions of these effects are given in Paragraphs 5.1.1.5 and 5.1.1.6, of this section.

(See Bibliography Entry Number: (106).)

5.1.1.2 Degrees of Freedom

With very rare exceptions, towing tank seaplane take-off tests are conducted with the model constrained to move in a vertical plane, thus permitting only heave, pitch and surge motions. Since an actual aircraft has six degrees of freedom, this simplification makes it impossible to use such tests to investigate any aircraft characteristics associated with the remaining three degrees of freedom (yaw, roll, sway), such as directional and lateral stability. For conventional hull-type seaplanes, limitation of the model motions to a vertical plane is not of too vital concern, because a vast background of practical experience has shown that a hull seaplane can be controlled in such a way that its motions are largely confined to the vertical plane.

In the case of a hydro-ski seaplane, this situation is different because of the possibility that the wetted hydro-ski and/or strut will induce relatively large destabilizing yawing and rolling moments under yawed attitude conditions. Indeed, many of the full-scale flight tests on hydro-ski seaplanes have revealed such difficulties in directional and lateral stability and control which had not been previously ascertained during the design phase.
In the past, model landing tests have been made with two techniques, in which:

(a) The model is catapulted into the towing tank, with sufficient time to reach equilibrium trim and sink speed while still airborne, so that it is completely untrained during the landing runout;

(b) The model is carried on the tow carriage until the latter is brought up to the desired (landing) speed. The model is then released from the carriage but remains connected to the carriage by a towing staff which restrains it against yawing and rolling.

The first of these clearly requires a relatively wide tank. This technique permits model tests of yawed landings which can be made by use of (fixed) model rudder displacements.

The presently available tank facilities are too narrow for catapult tests, so that landing tests are made with the second (b) technique, thus eliminating the possible effects of model yaw and roll.

It appears that this deficiency, presently existing in both take-off and landing tests, can be overcome by incorporating a purely mechanical linkage in the towing staff connection between the model and the towing carriage. Such a linkage would provide the model with freedom to yaw and roll (presumably between stops) but would still restrain it against side (sway) motion. This feature would serve as a "giant step" to improve the realism of present tank test techniques.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (1), (5), (7), (8), (10), (12), (15), (23), (27), (28), (30), (31), (32), (81), (116), (117), (128), (130), (131), (137), (163), (167), (170), (172), (179), (185).)

5.1.1.3 Aerodynamic Characteristics

As with the prototype aircraft, the towing tank seaplane model is subject to aerodynamic as well as hydrodynamic forces. On this account, it is necessary that the model aerodynamic characteristics closely simulate those of the prototype aircraft. In this respect, the lift characteristics (of both wings and tail surfaces) are found to be of much greater significance than drag characteristics. The important overall lift characteristics are:

(a) Angle of attack for zero lift;
(b) Lift curve slope;
(c) Stall angle.

In general, geometric similarity between model and full-scale aircraft is inadequate to provide aerodynamic similarity for which reason it is often necessary to add auxiliary devices to the model.
Proper simulation of the horizontal tail characteristics is important to ensure simulation of full-scale static stability and pitch damping. In particular, the latter parameter has been shown to be of fundamental importance in the rough water landing behavior of hydro-ski seaplanes.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (30), (131), (133), (185), (191).)

5.1.1.4 Local Airflow Effects

Depending on the external configuration of the seaplane, local airflow effects, particularly those associated with propeller slipstreams and jet engine intake suction and exhaust, often have significant influence on the aircraft's aerodynamic and spray characteristics. This has long been recognized and, in fact, led at an early date to the development of powered seaplane models.

For various reasons relating to model size and cost, the powered seaplane model has now generally fallen into disuse. This has made accurate simulation of the aircraft aerodynamics a more difficult task and, in some cases, has led to erroneous and unconservative prediction of prototype spray characteristics. This problem area is discussed more fully below in connection with the spray problem.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (5), (7), (8), (10), (12), (31), (33), (81), (128), (130), (131), (191).)

5.1.1.5 Scale Effects

Tow tank tests of complete models use dynamic models whose weights and moments of inertia conform to Froude scaling laws which also apply to the model speeds. The use of these laws insures the simulation of the full-scale flow conditions inclusive of the principal interface effects (wave and roach formation, etc.) The fine structure of water spray cannot be simulated because it is governed by another parameter, the Weber Number (ratio of surface tension forces to dynamic forces). This last feature is discussed more fully below.

Of more importance is the fact that, because model Reynolds Numbers are lower than full-scale values, frictional drag effects are relatively more powerful at the model scale. From the viewpoint of seaplane hydrodynamic resistance measurements, the tank data are therefore somewhat conservative with respect to full-scale. Thus, if the measured model drag is satisfactory, it can be confidently assumed that prototype drag will not be excessive. This statement, however, must be qualified somewhat when applied to tank tests of hydro-ski seaplanes. Full-scale flight test experience has shown that the additional degrees of freedom in the prototype can sometimes give rise to drag increases which may outweigh the excess thrust values indicated in the tank tests.

One of the fundamental goals in towing tank model tests is to establish the optimum longitudinal location of the hydro-ski strut installation. This location is of primary significance.
with regard to both performance and longitudinal stability. Because of scale effects (non-
simulation of Reynolds Numbers), the frictional drag components of the model hydro-ski and
strut are proportionately larger than their correct full-scale value, while the model hydro-ski
lift has essentially the correct Froude relationship. Therefore, if the hydrodynamic force
vector on the model passes through the center of gravity, it will tend to be somewhat forward
of the c.g. on the full-scale prototype. This situation can contribute to directional and lateral
instability as well as difficulty in maintaining pitch control over excessive bow-up motion.

Thus, in principle, it appears that the longitudinal hydro-ski location determined in
model tests may have to be corrected slightly in the full-scale installation. Experience has
indicated, however, that such correction is usually unnecessary because of the combination of
two effects:

(a) The magnitude of the scale effects on ski and strut drag is not decisive, at
least for models of reasonable scale (1/16, or greater);

(b) There is usually a finite range of longitudinal locations providing satisfactory
(if not precisely optimum) longitudinal stability.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (19), (25), (58), (119), (126), (127), (128), (137),
(151), (158).)

5.1.1.6 Spray Patterns

Investigations have been conducted which demonstrate that in model tests based on
Froude scale conditions, provided certain conditions are fulfilled, the basic spray pattern and
spray impingement loads accurately simulate prototype characteristics. The primary differ-
ence between model and prototype main spray characteristics is that the model spray sheet is
solid while that of the prototype, although geometrically similar, is broken up into drops. This
is a direct consequence of the difference between full-scale and model Weber Numbers, i.e.,
the surface tension effects are more pronounced in the model tests.

Poor spray behavior at ski unporting has proved to be one of the major problem
areas in full-scale hydro-ski aircraft. Depending on the over-all seaplane configuration, un-
porting spray can give rise to propeller erosion, loss of thrust, obscurement of pilot visibility,
and increased drag, all of which can seriously deteriorate the take-off performance. In a
number of cases, this full-scale spray behavior was not indicated clearly in model tests
because:

(a) The full-scale behavior resulted, in part, from yawing and/or rolling motions
and attitudes not present in the model tests;

(b) Even more important, and as already indicated, the model tests were made
without simulation of the propeller slipstream.
It is important to note that, in at least one case, the non-simulation of the propeller slipstream gave rise to pessimistic results in model tests. In this case, the model tests predicted that the unporting spray would result in wetting of the horizontal and vertical tail surfaces. In the full-scale tests, it was found that the slipstream effect was sufficiently powerful to deflect the spray and entirely eliminate the tail wetting.

It thus appears that a minimum requirement for accurate spray simulation on the model is the use of a "powered model". For propeller aircraft, this means equipping the model with propellers and engines (electric motors); for jet aircraft, it means simulating the engine airflow through intakes and exhaust. Such provisions, of course, add considerably to model complexity and cost and, in the case of small models, are particularly difficult to achieve.

Finally, it must be mentioned that, in one case involving a powered model, the prototype showed poor unporting spray behavior that was not clearly revealed in the model tests. While this discrepancy has not been thoroughly investigated, it was assumed to be caused by differences in unporting trim angles.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (1), (5), (7), (8), (10), (12), (15), (22), (27), (31), (32), (33), (35), (38), (58), (59), (69), (70), (72), (81), (92), (94), (96), (97), (99), (100), (101), (102), (103), (105), (107), (109), (113), (115), (120), (122), (124), (126), (127), (128), (129), (130), (131), (133), (136), (137), (139), (141), (145), (156), (161), (163), (166), (167), (169), (170), (172), (173), (175), (177), (178), (179), (184), (185), (188), (189), (190), (191), (193), (196).)

5.1.1.7 Load Factors

In many cases, both with hydro-ski and conventional hull seaplanes, there have appeared supposedly large discrepancies between model test and full-scale load factors under similar operating conditions.

Such discrepancies have been found many times for the load factors obtained in smooth water landings. These particular discrepancies were traced to either faulty instrumentation (model and/or full-scale accelerometers) or, where the accelerometers were considered accurate, to the interpretation of the accelerometer records. At this time, sufficient experience has been gained so that engineering practice in regard to choice and installation of instrumentation, as well as the interpretation of tank and flight test records, has become so sophisticated that this source of load factor discrepancy has been successfully eliminated.

Even with these improvements, however, substantial discrepancies were still found between the model and full-scale load factors obtained in rough water operations, including both take-offs and landings. These were also successfully resolved when it was realized that regular wave trains used in the towing tank tests represented a more severe environment than did full-scale tests conducted in irregular waves of the same nominal "characteristic" wave height. This subject is discussed more fully in Paragraph 5.1.2.1.
This explanation has been verified directly by the much closer agreement obtained when the model tests were conducted in random waves which provide better simulation of full-scale wave conditions.

The remaining discrepancies are now considered attributable to differences between model and full-scale rigidity values, as will now be described.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (1), (5), (8), (15), (20), (23), (28), (30), (32), (35), (91), (92), (93), (94), (96), (98), (100), (101), (102), (104), (107), (117), (120), (125), (128), (130), (131), (137), (139), (141), (143), (145), (148), (149), (161), (170), (172), (173), (174), (178), (181), (184), (185), (188), (191), (192), (193), (196).)

5.1.1.8 Structural Flexibility

According to the definition given in Paragraph 5.1.1.1, a "dynamic model" is one which simulates the rigid body characteristics of its prototype aircraft, that is, the Froude scaling relationships do not involve similitude of structural flexibility characteristics. In actual practice, seaplane models are (relatively) far more rigid than their prototypes and, further, this discrepancy increases with the absolute size of the prototype.

As is well known in aircraft dynamics, the flexibility characteristics (primarily, wing bending and torsion) have a significant effect of the aircraft's dynamic response to suddenly applied loads such as hydrodynamic impacts. Analytic techniques are available for:

(a) Correcting model impact load values to account for the structural flexibility characteristics of the prototype vehicle;

(b) Alternately, modifying full-scale impact load values for the prototype aircraft's flexibility to permit correlation with model test values.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (15), (174).)

5.1.2 Model vs. Prototype Operational Environment

5.1.2.1 Waves

Seaplane towing tank tests are conducted in waves for the purpose of evaluating the rough water performance of a configuration. It has long been recognized that the trains of regular trochoidal waves generated in a towing tank, are representative only of pure swell conditions which are very infrequently encountered in actual seas. Generally, realistic full-scale waves are those resulting from local wind conditions, and are irregular, containing distributions of both wave lengths and heights.

The dynamic response of a seaplane to the wave encounters during take-off or landing is, in part, related to the history of the waves. It is generally accepted that, for the
same nominal wave height, model seaplane motions and accelerations in regular wave trains in the towing tank are considerably more severe than the corresponding (scaled) prototype motions in actual wind-driven waves. This result is attributed to the irregular nature of real waves, which invariably reduces any tendency toward the build-up of "resonance" between the aircraft motions and successive waves.

This discrepancy in model-prototype wave response is one of the factors limiting the direct applicability of tow tank model results to full-scale predictions. However, based on the recent applications of statistical theory to the mathematical description of sea conditions, irregular wave profiles have been generated in towing tanks to overcome the original lack of correlation for rough water conditions. While it is now universally assumed that these "random seas" generated in the towing tank furnish a closer simulation of actual sea conditions, this assumption has never been precisely verified by detailed studies comparing model and full-scale seaplane loads and motions in rough water.

Finally, it may be noted that, in spite of their recognized artificiality, towing tank tests in regular waves are still often used to provide conservative test conditions and to facilitate comparisons of model configurations.

5.1.2.2 Winds

Wind conditions play a fundamental role in full-scale seaplane operations because they produce aerodynamic loads which can markedly influence the aircraft's performance and stability in the take-off and landing processes. In addition to this direct role, they also play an important indirect role because of their basic effect on the wave environment.

In full-scale seaplane operations, provided that they are not excessively severe or gusty, winds have generally beneficial effect. In addition to reducing the waterborne load (at given water speed) they increase aerodynamic stability, aerodynamic damping, and control surface effectiveness.

Towing tank test techniques have no way of simulating full-scale wind effects either directly or indirectly. While such simulation would certainly be desirable for more accurate correlation of tank test and full-scale flight test results, the practical difficulties involved are extremely severe.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (22), (93), (96), (97), (100), (101), (102), (106), (107), (109), (173), (177), (190), (191), (192), (193).)
5.1.3 **Pilot Control**

In towing tank tests, the elevator is generally maintained at a fixed setting during the course of a run. Consequently, the model behavior in any given test run is representative of the prototype behavior under stick-fixed conditions. This limitation is overcome, to some limited extent, by repeating otherwise identical runs with different control (elevator) settings. For the most part, this technique serves to establish the adequacy of available control rather than simulate the variable control that may be used by the aircraft pilot.

In the case of hull type seaplanes, two much superior techniques have been used in the past to provide more realistic simulation of pilot control. One, developed by Convair, is the use of relatively large scale dynamic models equipped with remote (radio) controls and operated in open water areas. The other is the use of even larger flight models in the form of actual small aircraft "equipped" with human pilots. Using this second technique, an entire series of model hulls were flight tested by Edo through modifications of a J4F-2 amphibian (Grumman Widgeon).

As a matter of fact, at least one attempt has been made to simulate pilot control in towing tank tests. The technique involved viewing the model on a television screen and applying elevator control in response to the observed motions and attitudes. The results obtained with this technique were not successful, presumably because the response time of this operation is not scaled. For example, since angular velocities of a sixteenth-scale model are four times faster than those of the prototype, corrective action must also be applied four times faster than is normal for a human operator.

To simulate pilot control in a model, it seems necessary to devise a model autopilot which operates in model time. This autopilot should furnish a reasonable simulation of a pilot's actions in correcting excessive or unstable motions during take-off and landing. With pilot control thus simulated in the towing tank, the effects of pilot control in contributing toward stable seaplane behavior could then be more rationally evaluated during the design phase.

Thus, at the present time, barring the development of such improved towing tank testing techniques, it is left entirely to the judgment of the hydrodynamicist to determine whether poor model behavior can be adequately counteracted in the prototype aircraft by suitable and feasible pilot control. Needless to say, such judgment often calls for extensive tank and flight experience.

There are many instances where such judgments can be made with great reliability. A clear example of this sort is the ski emergence instability sometimes observed in the towing tank. This occurrence is related to the loss in hydro-ski lift as it approaches and breaks through the water surface. If the total hydro-ski and wing lift at that instant is inadequate to support the airplane on the ski, it will submerge, regain lift, and repeat the cycle. This action results in a "porpoising" behavior. *

* This is not to be confused with other types of oscillations, such as "low angle" and "high angle" porpoising which may occur on both conventional and hydro-ski seaplanes.
This emergence instability characteristic has also been noted in full-scale flight tests. In this circumstance, the solution is afforded by pilot control. As the unporting speed is approached, the pilot will exert down elevator to keep the trim down which will prevent unporting while speed increases. When speed has sufficiently increased, the pilot will apply "up" elevator. This action results in unporting at a speed high enough to sustain the aircraft on the surface even though the hydro-ski lift falls off.

As another example, previous discussion has shown that hydro-ski seaplane towing tank tests, conducted with the model constrained in roll and yaw, often do not predict possible prototype problem areas relative to directional and lateral stability. In many cases when these problems do appear during full-scale flight tests, the corrective actions taken by the pilot have proven adequate for preventing aborting of the take-off.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (5), (12), (22), (30), (92), (93), (94), (97), (100), (101), (102), (103), (104), (106), (107), (109), (128), (131), (133), (136), (137), (161), (169), (173), (174), (177), (179), (184), (190), (191), (192), (193), (196).)

5.2 HYDRO-SKI SEAPLANE RESISTANCE CHARACTERISTICS

This section discusses all of the parameters known to be pertinent to the resistance characteristics of hydro-ski seaplanes. These characteristics are of basic importance for the seaplane's take-off performance which, in some respects, is more critical for a hydro-ski seaplane than for a comparable conventional hull seaplane.

The take-off time and distance of a seaplane are directly related to the differences between instantaneously available thrust and the total aerodynamic and hydrodynamic drag values prevailing throughout the take-off run. It is important that excess thrust be adequate throughout the entire take-off process for, even though the aircraft may accelerate rapidly throughout the major portion of the take-off, if one speed range has only a small excess thrust margin, a considerable time may be spent in that speed range, and thus deteriorate what might otherwise have been excellent take-off performance. In this respect, the ski unporting speed range is most critical for the hydro-ski seaplane.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (1), (3), (5), (7), (8), (10), (12), (15), (16), (22), (27), (31), (32), (33), (89), (111), (116), (120), (121), (124), (125), (128), (130), (131), (134), (137), (145), (147), (151), (158), (161), (163), (166), (167), (169), (170), (172), (178), (180), (181), (184), (185), (188), (189), (191), (192), (193), (196).)

5.2.1 Pre-unporting Resistance

Prior to unporting, the hydrodynamic resistance of a hydro-ski seaplane is comparable with that of a conventional seaplane, but with due allowance for the additional drag of the hydro-ski installation. However, as the unporting condition is approached, where the hydrodynamic lift on the ski causes the aircraft to rise rapidly, there is a substantial increase in drag because of the increasing trim attitude associated with the process.
In general, the unporting drag of a hydro-ski seaplane is significantly higher than the hump drag of the comparable hull-type seaplane. The unporting drag therefore, is the single most critical item determining the possible use of a hydro-ski installation for take-off, and its value is ascertained early in the towing tank program.

For preliminary design purposes, the hydrodynamic drag at the instant of unporting may be reasonably estimated by considering the aircraft in the unporting attitude. In this position the hydro-ski bow just touches the water surface, and the main portion of the hull is clear, with only the stern region of the hull afterbody in contact with the water. Force and moment equilibrium statics can then be used to establish the extent of the wetted afterbody, and, thus the aircraft trim angle. The planing drag of the hydro-ski and afterbody may then be calculated. The result thus obtained should then be increased by a suitable empirical factor to account for the spray contacting various parts of the aircraft.

5.2.2 Post-unporting Resistance

After the hydro-ski breaks through the water surface during unporting, the aircraft is then trimmed to a lower angle so that the hydro-ski operates in the planing condition for the remainder of the run. Provided that there is no excessive spray impingement on any portion of the airplane surface, a hydro-ski airplane may have less resistance than a comparable hull seaplane over the same speed range to getaway.

The fact that a hydro-ski seaplane can have less resistance than a conventional seaplane in the high speed planing regime leads to the possibility of a shorter total take-off time. Some evidence (not precise) for this exists for an installation having good excess thrust magnitudes in the neighborhood of the unporting speed. Hydro-ski installations with small excess thrust margin during unporting show no take-off time improvement due to the lower planing drag, because of the inordinate time associated with the low acceleration rates in the unporting speed region.

5.2.3 Rough Water Resistance

The foregoing discussion on hydro-ski seaplane resistance tacitly assumed relatively smooth water conditions. However, as the load alleviation advantages of a hydro-ski installation are best evidenced in rough water conditions, the effect of this environment on hydrodynamic resistance is also of concern to the hydro-ski designer.

Towing tank tests show that, for given aircraft gross weight, the hydrodynamic resistance of a hydro-ski seaplane increases with increase in wave height and, for given wave height, increases with increase of the gross weight. On the other hand, comparable flight test data with prototypes of tank models have shown that for fixed gross weight, increase in wave height (within limits dictated by strut length) has no appreciable effect on the hydrodynamic resistance.
This significant difference is attributed to the favorable effects of wind in the prototype tests. As compared with the calm water, no-wind condition, the wind in rough water areas increases the wing aerodynamic lift which, for the same water speed, reduces the water borne load thereby tending to reduce the hydrodynamic drag. In addition, aerodynamic control is improved, so that drag-producing roll attitudes may be decreased by pilot control.

From an operational viewpoint then, it may be reasonably assumed that within limits, the total resistance of a hydro-ski seaplane is independent of the sea condition, and approximately equivalent to that determined for smooth water.

5.2.4 Hydro-ski Resistance

5.2.4.1 Hydro-ski Submerged and Fully Wetted

The hydrodynamic drag contributed by the hydro-ski at low speed, when it is in the fully wetted condition, may be reasonably estimated by using available towing tank data for a similar hydro-ski shape. Such drag values may, however, include the effect of the support strut. The strut drag may be reasonably deleted by examining the drag values of the ski-strut combination at several drafts with skis submerged and fully wetted. However, to eliminate the presence of non-linear free-surface effects, shallow immersions should not be considered. As the incremental drag values at difference depths are due to strut spray and resistance, the effect of the total strut can be estimated. Subtraction of this estimated strut drag from the measured total value for ski and strut will give the drag for the hydro-ski alone. Hydro-ski drag in the fully wetted condition may also be approximately estimated from empirical data for subsonic low aspect ratio wings, using proper corrections for the effects of Reynolds Numbers on skin friction.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (11), (52), (55), (62), (77), (78), (113), (122), (135), (174).)

5.2.4.2 Hydro-ski Submerged and Ventilated

Prior to unporting, it is quite likely that the hydro-ski, although fully submerged, will be operating in a ventilated flow regime. Hydro-ski drag estimate for the pre-unporting range should therefore properly account for ventilation since the loss in lift caused by ventilation is accompanied by a corresponding reduction of hydro-ski drag. Towing tank data for ventilated hydro-skis may be used for this purpose in the same manner as previously described for fully wetted flow.

In using tow tank information for hydro-ski drag estimation, care is required to ensure that the flow regime prevailing in the tank tests applies to the full-scale condition. For example, the ventilated flow exhibited in towing tank tests on a strut and hydro-ski model may not exist in the prototype complete aircraft configuration at the corresponding Froude scale speed if the hull bottom is wetted, thus precluding development of an air path down to the hydro-ski.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (11), (52), (55), (62), (77), (113), (174).)
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5.2.4.3 Hydro-Ski Planing

The drag of a planing hydro-ski at trims of 12 degrees and above is essentially the planing lift multiplied by the tangent of the trim angle. For lower trims, the frictional resistance becomes significant and needs to be taken into account. For example, if bottom surface skin friction is neglected at a 6 degree trim, the estimated drag would be about one-half the actual value.

Estimation of skin friction drag requires a Reynolds Number value for selection of the appropriate turbulent skin friction coefficient. However, unlike the procedure for calculating the frictional drag of ships, the skin friction estimate for a planing surface must consider the fact that the bottom pressure on a planing surface is larger than the free stream pressure, and that a portion of the flow on the bottom may be directed opposite to the free stream. As a result of these considerations, procedures for estimation of hydro-ski friction drag under planing conditions are somewhat more complex.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (4), (6), (11), (13), (25), (36), (43), (47), (48), (50), (51), (59), (63), (70), (79), (82), (83), (84), (85), (110), (112), (113), (114), (118), (132), (139), (140), (143), (144), (154), (156), (174), (180), (185), (191).)

5.2.5 Strut Resistance

The hydrodynamic drag component contributed by the hydro-ski support strut is a significant part of the total hydrodynamic drag prior to unporting. However, because of the transitory nature of the take-off process, in which a variety of flow conditions on the strut may exist for brief periods of time, it is difficult to make a precise determination of the strut drag existing at any instant. For example, if the upper surface of the hydro-ski is ventilated, a portion of the support strut length will be within the aerated cavity. Nevertheless, sufficient data are available for reasonable approximation of the strut drag, as will now be described.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (53), (56), (76), (86), (90), (114), (115), (123), (126), (180), (181), (191), (192), (193), (194), (197), (198), (199).)

5.2.5.1 Strut Section Fully Wetted

If the hydro-ski support strut is known to be in fully wetted flow, drag estimates can be made utilizing either existing applicable tow tank data or, the data available for subsonic airfoil sections. In either case, it is important that the skin friction drag coefficient properly accounts for both Reynolds Number and surface roughness.

5.2.5.2 Strut Section Ventilated

As unporting speeds are approached, the velocities are usually sufficient to result in a flow in which a cavity extends from the aft region of the strut. If no path exists for air to travel down the strut (for example, because the hull may not be clear of the water surface)
the condition is one of cavitation, and the cavity is filled with water vapor. If the cavity extends through the water surface to the atmosphere, the condition is described as ventilation.

Both types of cavity flow are rather similar in appearance but, since the aerated cavity has near atmospheric pressure exerted on the strut afterbody while only water vapor pressure exists in cavitating flow, less hydrodynamic drag is associated with the ventilated strut. Consequently, the cross section of a hydro-ski support strut will usually consist of a streamlined forebody and a blunt trailing edge, the latter feature incorporated for the purpose of inducing ventilation at lower speeds than would be the case with a strut with a sharp trailing edge (symmetrical airfoil section). Both theoretical and test data are available for engineering estimates of strut drag in cavity flow.

5.2.5.3 Interference Effects

In performing calculations for the strut drag contribution to the total hydrodynamic resistance of a hydro-ski seaplane, the questions concerning interference effects often arise. Towing tank tests have been conducted to investigate this problem area, with the following results:

(a) The strut has a negligible interference effect on the hydro-ski drag, at all depths.

(b) The strut interference effect increased the hydro-ski lift at shallow immersions only.

The foregoing statements apply only to the case of a fully wetted hydro-ski. As a hydro-ski is usually in a ventilated state as the surface is approached during unporting, it is evident that the basic values of hydro-ski lift and drag need not be modified for any strut interference effects. Similarly, drag values for isolated struts may be directly added without consideration of interference effects. However, to account for possible strut spray drag, it must be noted whether the upper portion of the strut intersects the water surface. Further, it is obvious that the portion of the strut length within the ventilated cavity developed on the upper surface of the hydro-ski does not contribute any hydrodynamic drag.

(See Bibliography Entry Number: (56).)

5.2.6 Hull Resistance

It is evident that hull forms of conventional seaplanes, which are primarily based on hydrodynamic considerations, are conducive to relatively large aerodynamic drag values. The incorporation of a hydro-ski in a seaplane configuration permits the use of hull shapes which, in gross aspect, are far closer to optimum aerodynamic bodies. However, if no attention is given to hydrodynamic considerations, the hydrodynamic drag of such shapes will be excessive because water flow tends to cling to a streamlined body. For this reason, it has been found necessary to add certain important hydrodynamic detail design features such as
forebody spray strips, small steps, and afterbody chine strips, to keep the hydrodynamic drag of the hull within acceptable limits or, in certain configurations, to prevent water ingestion in jet engine intakes.

As with conventional hulls, accurate estimates of (isolated) hull resistance values can only be obtained from model test data for similar hull shapes. However, in the case of hydro-ski seaplanes, such data must account for the effects of hull unloading (alternately, hull rise) resulting from the lift forces generated by the hydro-ski. Such test data for rapidly unloaded "hydro-ski hulls" are not presently available. (The analogous problem for hydrofoil ship hulls has only recently been solved by special tank tests covering typical foil unloading effects. It may be remarked, incidentally, that these tests have revealed the distinct desirability of transverse steps on such hull forms.)

Actually, in most design problems, knowledge of the isolated hull resistance is of no great importance except in the immediate vicinity of the unporting speed where, further ski spray effects are likely to play a significant role, as will now be explained.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (10), (15), (31), (33), (147), (163), (166), (180), (181).)

5.2.7 Spray Resistance

Observations of past hydro-ski seaplane prototypes have forcefully demonstrated that, particularly during the unporting process, the spray generated may induce critical drag values. Further, on some configurations, the unporting spray entered the propeller disks, causing a significant thrust reduction.

Since spray generation has been one of the most troublesome problem areas associated with operation of hydro-ski aircraft, particular attention should be given to those design parameters affecting spray. Before presenting a detailed discussion of this problem area, it can be stated emphatically that the principal parameter governing ski spray is the hydro-ski (alternately, the aircraft) trim angle. By this token, the achievements of low trim angles in those conditions conducive to spray formation is one of the most important goals in the design and operation of a hydro-ski seaplane. More specifically in connection with full-scale flight operations, it is desirable to have sufficient aerodynamic control to permit pilot selection of optimum flight attitudes throughout (the major portion of) the take-off run with a minimum of spray generation.

5.2.7.1 Basic Spray Drag

Spray is generated as a consequence of the dynamic pressure acting on the bottom of a surface intersecting the water-air interface. In calculating the resistance of a planing hydro-ski, the spray drag need not be separately considered, as it is an implicit part of the induced drag, which is simply the planing lift multiplied by the tangent of the trim angle.
In the case of a strut piercing the water surface, the spray resistance is largely associated with the flow above the undisturbed water line created by dynamic pressure. An appreciable amount of empirical data is available for estimating strut spray drag. If towing tank test results for various strut drafts are used, extrapolation of such data to zero draft will give the spray drag.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (53), (115), (123), (194), (197), (198).)

5.2.7.2 Spray Impingement Drag

For some combinations of trim, draft, and speed, the spray generated by the hydro-ski may strike other portions of the aircraft. This effect is particularly undesirable since, in addition to the possibilities of inducing unstable motion of the aircraft and causing damage to structures not designed for water impact loads, a drag increment from this source is developed. In conducting towing tank tests, the complete aircraft geometry should be simulated in order to determine whether spray impingement exists and to develop design modifications for its elimination, if necessary. Towing tank studies have also demonstrated that the spray impingement lift developed in model studies follows the Froude scaling law, while spray impingement friction drag is affected by Reynolds Number.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (5), (7), (8), (10), (15), (22), (27), (31), (33), (58), (96), (102), (109), (124), (145), (155), (169), (184).)

5.3 MAXIMUM HYDRO-SKI IMPACT LOADS

5.3.1 Maximum Impact Load Formula

The most fundamental attribute of a hydro-ski is its ability to produce impact loads much smaller than those produced by a conventional seaplane hull under the same impact conditions. The development of an optimum ski design involves, among other things, the ability to predict the magnitude of the maximum hydrodynamic load developed by the ski under specified impact conditions and, further, the effects on these loads due to variations in the ski design parameters and theflight parameters affecting the impact.

A number of empirical formulas for maximum hydro-ski impact loads have been proposed. Of these, the most reliable is considered to be that developed by NASA. The NASA formula has been shown to yield successful correlation with the maximum loads measured in approximately 500 fixed-trim smooth-water impacts. This formula, which expresses the maximum impact lift coefficient in terms of ski and impact parameters, is as follows:

\[
C_{LH_{\text{max}}} = \left[ f_1 (\beta) C_{\Delta_o} f_2 (\beta) \right] \left[ f_3 (\tau) \gamma_{\text{o}} f_4 (\tau) \right]
\]
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where: 
\[ C_{\Lambda} = \text{ski beam loading coefficient} = \frac{W}{g b} \]
\[ \Theta = \text{ski bottom dead rise angle, degrees} \]
\[ \tau = \text{ski trim angle (angle between ski keel and water surface), degrees} \]
\[ \gamma = \text{flight path angle (angle between impact velocity vector and (level) water surface) at instant of initial contact, degrees} \]

For several practical purposes, it is desirable to transform the NASA equation in two ways:

(a) To convert the expression for lift coefficient into an equivalent one for load factor. The result is:

\[
\frac{n_{\text{H max}}}{\max} = \left[ \frac{1}{2} f_1 (\cdot) C_{\Lambda} \right] \left[ f_3 (\tau) \cdot f_4 (\tau) \right] C_V^2
\]

where:
\[ C_V = \text{resultant speed coefficient} = \frac{V}{\sqrt{gb}} \]
and \[ f_5 (\tau) = f_2 (\tau) - 1 \]

(b) To generalize the expression for load factor, which applies directly as it stands only to smooth water impacts, so that it also covers the more critical case of ski impacts on wave tanks. This can be done by considering the inclined water surface. The final result is:

\[
\frac{n_{\text{H max}}}{\max} = \left[ \frac{1}{2} f_1 (\cdot) C_{\Lambda} \right] \left[ f_3 (\tau) \left( \tan \left( \frac{1}{C_{\text{VV}}} + \frac{1}{C_{\text{VH}}} \right) f_4 (\tau) \right) \left( C_{\text{VH}}^2 + C_{\text{VV}}^2 \right) \cos \phi \right]
\]

where:
\[ C_{\text{VH}} = \text{horizontal speed coefficient} = \frac{V_{\text{H}}}{\sqrt{gb}} \]
\[ C_{\text{VV}} = \text{vertical (sink) speed coefficient} = \frac{V_{\text{V}}}{\sqrt{gb}} \]
\[ \tau = \text{trim relative to water surface (wave slope)} \]
\[ \phi = \text{wave slope, degrees} \]

It is seen that the expression for the maximum load factor is the product of two expressions:
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One involving only the two basic ski parameters: beam loading and dead rise;

(b) One involving a combination of the three so-called "approach parameters" (trim relative to water surface and the two aircraft velocity components) and the wave slope angle.

Because of its inherently quantitative nature, this impact load factor equation will be treated more fully in the final Phase II report for this project. It will suffice here to point out that, in addition to furnishing accurate numerical values for the maximum impact loads, the formula also serves to indicate the relative effects of the various parameters.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (9), (17), (28), (30), (34), (37), (38), (39), (40), (41), (42), (44), (45), (46), (49), (64), (66), (67), (73), (75), (80), (94), (98), (117), (120), (121), (125), (140), (143), (145), (146), (149), (160), (161), (172), (174), (176), (180), (181), (185), (187), (191), (192), (193).)

5.3.2 Bow Submergence

It will be noted that the maximum impact load formula does not account for the length of the ski, that is, it assumes that the hydro-ski bow is still above the water surface when the maximum impact load is developed. It is evident, then, that the maximum impact load formula does not cover those cases in which the ski length limits the magnitude of load developed.

As a check on the applicability of the maximum impact equation for specific ski design and specific impact conditions, the hydrodynamic load developed at the instant of bow submergence can be calculated by use of the equivalent planing velocity associated with the initial approach conditions of the impact. (See Section 5.4.3.) If this calculation results in a higher load than that given by the maximum impact formula, the maximum impact formula is applicable. If this calculation results in a lower load than that from the maximum impact formula, the maximum impact formula is presumably inapplicable because bow submergence is limiting the load developed. It should be noted also that the result of the equivalent planing velocity calculation is slightly conservative, since it assumes a constant velocity impact.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (9), (30), (35), (174), (176).)

5.3.3 Stern Taper

Stern taper in the hydro-ski planform has the effect of causing the hydrodynamic load to build up more gradually during the initial stage of the impact process, than it would with a square transom. It can be expected therefore that, for the same initial approach condition, a hydro-ski with a tapered stern will develop less impact load than the same ski without stern taper. The validity of this hypothesis has only been demonstrated in element tests for hydro-skis of very low beam loading coefficient. Full-scale flight tests of a high-beam loading hydro-ski seaplane showed no load alleviation effect introduced by stern taper.
Tank tests of a moderate beam loading coefficient (8.5) hydro-ski on a model aircraft indicated that, although stern taper resulted in smoother landings, no significant load reductions were obtained. Pending further verification, stern taper appears to have no noticeable effect on the maximum impact load of hydro-skis having practical beam loading coefficients.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (1), (14), (17), (49), (174).)

5.3.4 Shock Absorbers

Incorporation of a hydraulic shock absorber into the hydro-ski support strut (or struts) provides a means for achieving even further reduction in impact loads. Model and prototype tests have proven the feasibility of such a combination when applied to hydro-skis of moderate beam loading coefficients. Shock absorber application is not indicated for hydro-skis of high beam loading coefficient, since the beam loading effect alone is capable of producing practical minimum impact load factors.

Although attractive for some hydro-ski installations because of its potential additional load alleviation, it must be kept in mind that a shock absorber may be the source of other difficulties, as described in paragraph 4.3.3.

No simple formula exists for estimating the effect of a shock absorber in a specific impact. However, a simplified calculation procedure is available for rapid determination of the effect of including a shock absorber as part of a hydro-ski installation.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (14), (20), (21), (23), (24), (28), (29), (32), (60), (74), (94), (96), (142), (152), (153), (155), (157), (160), (170), (174).)

5.3.5 Yaw and Roll

For structural and hydrodynamic purposes, hydro-ski impact calculations are usually performed with the assumption that no yaw or roll effects are present. However, it is apparent that these factors should be considered in the structural design of certain components. For example, the torque induced during a yawed landing may be a critical item for the hydro-ski support strut design.

Although, yawed and/or rolled hydro-ski impact data are presently non-existent, information is available on the hydrodynamic characteristics of yawed and rolled planing surfaces. As the load developed at any time during a hydro-ski impact is essentially equal to the hydrodynamic load at the instantaneous equivalent planing velocity (see Section 5.4.3), the effects of yaw and roll on impact loads can presumably be taken into account for engineering design purposes, if desired.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers (46), (69).)
5.3.6 Waves

Since the hydro-ski has demonstrated that it is most advantageous in functioning as a load alleviation device during rough water operations, a thorough understanding of wave effects on impact behavior is desirable. For this purpose it is best to consider a hydro-ski impacting in calm water, and an inclined water surface representing the flank of a single wave. This action is illustrated in the following sketch:

It can be seen that, for the same values of horizontal speed $V_H$, sink speed $V_v$, and trim, $\tau$, with respect to the horizon, impacting on an inclined water surface (wave flank) only changes the effective forward speed $V_{He}$ by a slight amount but causes a significant reduction in effective trim, $\tau_e$, and a significant increase in effective sink speed, $V_v$.

The NASA maximum impact formula described above shows that, for other than shallow flight path angles, hydro-ski trim is not an important factor in determining the magnitude of the maximum hydrodynamic impact load. Consequently, the principal cause of increase in impact load when contacting a wave is the increase in effective sink speed which, according to the NASA formula, is a primary maximum impact load parameter.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (9), (15), (23), (28), (30), (35), (44), (64), (67), (94), (96), (102), (104), (117), (120), (125), (142), (143), (145), (146), (148), (149), (161), (173), (174), (176), (180), (181), (185), (187), (191), (192), (193).)
5.3.7 Wing Lift

In the preceding discussions on maximum impact load, it has been tacitly assumed that no gravitational effects influenced the hydro-ski during the impact process. This is equivalent to considering that the aircraft is experiencing a constant velocity descent at impact, by virtue of the wing lift being equal to the aircraft weight. Although the wing lift of a landing aircraft is usually quite close to the 100% value usually assumed, it is apparent that during a take-off, after unporting but prior to getaway, wing lift will be considerably less than 100% of the aircraft weight.

Impact calculations have been performed which indicate that, as compared with the 100% wing lift case, the maximum hydrodynamic impact load for the zero wing lift case, is only 24 percent higher for a hydro-ski, whereas the comparable increase for a hull is 62 percent. Moreover, under these same conditions, the hull seaplane inertia acceleration increased by 15 percent, while the hydro-ski seaplane inertia acceleration decreased by 23 percent. These results, based on impact theory, indicate another specific reason for the superiority of the hydro-ski seaplane over a conventional seaplane.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (117), (174).)

5.4 HYDRO-SKI PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

The pressure distributions associated with the hydrodynamic loads on a hydro-ski are of interest to the structural designer, since a knowledge of the center of pressure only is inadequate for complete definition of the local conditions of normal loading, shear, and bending moment. However, as a hydro-ski is essentially a relatively narrow beam structure, normal pressures are of little interest. Skin panel thickness and dimensions are usually such that consideration need not be given to plating failure due to normal loading. Nevertheless, the pressure distribution is needed in order to determine the longitudinal running load, from which shear and bending moment diagrams may be derived.

5.4.1 Submerged Hydro-Skis

A submerged hydro-ski may operate in a variety of flow regimes, depending on the specific circumstances, so that, corresponding pressure distributions will also vary with the flow regime.

At low speeds, fully wetted flow will exist and, although the pressure distribution may be estimated from low aspect ratio subsonic aerodynamic data, these pressures are of little concern because of their low magnitudes.

As the speed increases, the hydro-ski will either cavitate or ventilate, again depending on specific circumstances. In either case, the upper surface of the hydro-ski will be subjected to a gas pressure; that is, water vapor pressure in cavity flow or atmospheric
pressure in ventilated flow. It is this latter flow condition which is of most concern to the structural designer because it necessarily occurs at getaway and landing speeds which are the critical conditions for maximum impact loads.

5.4.2 Surfacd Hydro-Skis

A partially submerged hydro-ski will, of course, experience bottom pressures only over the wetted portion of its length. The magnitude and distribution of the bottom pressure acting on a planing hydro-ski may be readily determined from available data.

In general, the pressure distribution on the bottom of a planing surface is similar in shape to that on the lower surface of an airfoil, having relatively high positive pressure forward and lower pressure aft. However, the peak pressure on a planing surface is associated with the stagnation point location, which is in the vicinity of the hydro-ski intersection with the water surface, rather than near the ski leading edge.

As the stagnation flow streamline is below the free water surface streamline, the water strata above the stagnation streamline are thrust forward by the hydro-ski in the form of heavy spray. The water below the stagnation streamline tends to flow around the side edges of the hydro-ski. The following sketch will serve to clarify these statements.

5.4.3 Impact-Planing Relation

It has been previously mentioned that pressure distribution data are available for planing hydro-skis, that is, for the case where the resultant velocity is parallel to the water surface. However, the more severe impact condition is the one pertinent to structural design purposes.

Theoretical and test results have established that, for an impacting hydro-ski, both the load and the pressure distribution developed are equivalent to those for a planing hydro-ski.
having the same velocity component normal to the keel. This "equivalent planing velocity concept" is of fundamental importance in determining the hydrodynamic load acting on a hydro-ski at any instant during the impact process. The following sketch illustrates the impact-planing relationship:

\[ V_N = V_p \sin \tau = V_R \sin (\gamma + \tau) \]

where:
- \( \tau \) = trim angle
- \( \gamma \) = flight path angle
- \( V_R \) = resultant velocity
- \( V_N \) = velocity normal to keel
- \( V_p \) = equivalent planing velocity

Hence, a hydro-ski impacting at trim angle, \( \tau \), at an instantaneous resultant velocity, \( V_R \), and flight path angle, \( \gamma \), will have the same hydrodynamic characteristics (pressure distribution, lift coefficient, etc.) as a hydro-ski planing at the same trim and a velocity equal to:

\[ V_p = \frac{V_R \sin (\gamma + \tau)}{\sin \tau} \]

It must be emphasized that the equivalent planing velocity concept is valid only for a hydro-ski intersecting the water surface. Once the leading edge of the hydro-ski has submerged, the hydrodynamic characteristics are those of a submerged surface of velocity, \( V_R' \), and angle of attack, \( a = \tau + \gamma \).

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (9), (14), (28), (29), (39), (41), (42), (44), (46), (49), (57), (73), (146), (153), (174), (183).)
5.5 UNSYMMETRICAL LOADINGS

Unsymmetrical loadings that may be developed during hydro-ski seaplane operations are of interest and concern in connection with structural design and aircraft stability. Unsymmetrical loadings are most likely to occur in crosswind operations and, depending on the longitudinal location of the hydro-ski and strut, also when the ski submerges in the later portions of a landing runout.

5.5.1 Unsymmetrical Hydro-Ski Loadings

5.5.1.1 Hydro-Ski Submerged

Unsymmetrical loadings for submerged hydro-skis, when the skis are fully wetted at low speeds, are of little interest. The reason is that greater loads may be readily developed at higher speeds, for example, when the ski penetrates the water surface during a yawed loading, and only the bottom surface is wetted. Further, even at high speeds, where high beam loading skis may be submerged, it is unlikely that the unsymmetrical loads acting on a submerged hydro-ski will exceed those for a surfaced hydro-ski with complete bottom wetting. This can be explained by the load characteristics of an impacting hydro-ski in which the maximum load occurs at the instant of complete bottom wetting. For this case, immediately after bow submergence, there is a sharp drop in the hydrodynamic load as the ski is now in the region where the equivalent planing velocity concept is no longer valid (see Paragraph 5.3.2).

5.5.1.2 Hydro-Ski Planing

It has just been indicated that the maximum unsymmetrical loading of a hydro-ski will occur when it is in the surfaced condition during the course of an impact. It is indeed fortunate that this is so, for it leads to a relatively simple rational approach to the estimation of design unsymmetrical loading values.

As previously discussed, the instantaneous hydrodynamic load developed during an impact may be related to the load corresponding to the pure planing condition by means of the equivalent planing velocity concept. Also, towing tank data are available for the hydrodynamic characteristics in unsymmetrical planing conditions. Consequently, using such data, the previously described impact-planing relationship may be applied to the calculation of unsymmetrical hydro-ski design load values.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (46), (69), (114), (128), (143), (144), (150), (154), (156), (183), (191), (192), (193),)

5.5.2 Unsymmetrical Strut Loads

The magnitude of the lateral load developed on a fully submerged hydro-ski strut when the aircraft is in a yawed attitude is of vital concern to the hydro-ski designer. Aside
from the obvious relation to structural design, strut side loads strongly influence the aircraft directional and lateral stability during take-off and landing.

Longitudinal stability requirements dictate that the hydro-ski and strut be located somewhat forward of the aircraft center of gravity so that the resultant hydrodynamic ski load passes through or very close to, the c.g. However, it is apparent that, with the strut so located, hydrodynamic side loads on the strut will induce a destabilizing yawing moment, as well as a rolling moment on the aircraft. The ability to estimate unsymmetrical loads on the hydro-ski strut permits an evaluation of directional and lateral stability and control with strut immersed and aircraft yawed.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (86), (114), (115), (126), (128), (183), (191), (192), (197).)

5.5.2.1 Fully Wetted Strut

Fully wetted flow can exist on a streamlined strut having a sharp trailing edge, and on a base-vented strut of blunt trailing edge. For the latter case, however, the term is meant to apply to the situation where both sides are fully wetted. This type of flow is usually associated with low angles of yaw. Side loadings for sides fully wetted can be determined from applicable towing tank data and/or aerodynamic data.

5.5.2.2 Ventilated Strut

As the angle of yaw and speed increases, cavitation and/or ventilation will occur on one side of the strut. When this happens there is a sudden reduction in the force coefficient and lift curve slope, since the hydrodynamic pressure now acts on one side only. Even with this alleviating feature, strut side forces under yaw in ventilated flow are of significance in stability considerations. Theoretical and towing tank results are available for calculation of strut side forces in ventilated flow. The most difficult aspect of such estimates is the determination of the angle of yaw for which the flow changes from fully wetted to ventilated, since no method now exists which adequately permits the prediction of ventilation inception, either theoretically or through scaling of towing tank results.

5.6 HULL IMPACT LOADS

5.6.1 Effects of Hydro-Ski Installation

A hydro-ski installation may be regarded as a shield which protects the seaplane hull bottom against severe water impact conditions. However, it is obvious that the hull bottom of a hydro-ski equipped seaplane will still experience water impacts even though they will be much lighter than those experienced without the ski. It follows that, for efficient structural design of the hull of hydro-ski seaplanes, it is necessary to be able to estimate the magnitude of hull impact loads.
Stated in slightly different language, efficient hull design requires hull structural loading criteria which rationally account for the presence of the hydro-ski. For example, use of the existing loading criteria for conventional seaplane hulls would obviously be unduly conservative and provide the ski-equipped seaplane with excessive structural weight, thus eliminating a fundamental advantage inherent in the hydro-ski installation.

It is unfortunate that such rational hull structural loading criteria for hydro-ski seaplanes have not yet been developed. This makes it necessary for the designer to investigate the pertinent towing tank and full-scale test data and, through suitable interpretation, to apply these results to his particular configuration. To make matters worse, the amount of pertinent test data is distinctly limited and, often, difficult to interpret. For example, it might be expected that the acceleration recordings obtained in the towing tank tests of dynamic models could be used for this purpose. Experience has shown that, particularly at intermediate speeds in waves, these recordings must be very carefully analyzed in conjunction with the pitch and heave records to ascertain clearly whether a particular impact occurred on the hull or on the ski. A similar statement applies to many full-scale flight test instrumentation records.

This difficulty has been eliminated, however, in the most recent full-scale tests of hydro-ski seaplanes by use of more definitive instrumentation. In this case, a set of strain gauges are used to "isolate" both ski and strut loads from the total aircraft accelerations thus permitting ready determination of hull impact loads.

In view of these circumstances, the following discussions of hull impact loads are largely of a descriptive nature.

5.6.2 Take-off in Smooth Water and Waves

It is evident that hull impact loads need not be considered for take-offs conducted in relatively calm water. Under this condition, the hull is only subjected to relatively light hydrodynamic pressures and total loads.

In rough water take-offs, the situation is completely different. In this case, particularly in the unporting speed range, the hull forebody bottom can easily impact against a wave surface. Although significant, hull bottom design loadings will be considerably lower than those for a comparable conventional seaplane because unporting speeds are appreciably lower than getaway (take-off) speeds.

It can be anticipated that a hull designed for a penetrating hydro-ski installation will be subjected to larger bottom loads than one designed for a lower beam loading hydro-ski installation. This conclusion results from a consideration of the behavior in waves of each type of hydro-ski installation on struts of the same length. Following unporting, the small, penetrating type hydro-ski, having a more limited load development capability, will tend to "plow through" waves so that high hull impacts can occur. A larger hydro-ski, having a greater load development capability, will tend to rise over the waves and keep the hull clear. It is thus apparent that the hydro-ski size is intimately related to hull bottom structural design.

(See Bibliography Entry Number: (130).)
5.6.3 Landing in Smooth Water and Waves

Hull impact characteristics for a hydro-ski seaplane during landing are similar to, yet somewhat different from those described for take-off. One obviously similar feature is that the effect of rough water is to increase the probability of hull impacts, the probability increasing with decreasing hydro-ski size.

On the other hand, if a high sink speed, low trim landing is made with a penetrating hydro-ski seaplane, hull impact may occur because the hydrodynamic load developed on the ski is insufficient to overcome the aircraft vertical momentum within the available strut length.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (15), (23), (35), (130), (146).)

5.6.4 Hull Loading Criteria

In view of the present lack of rational structural design criteria for hydro-ski seaplane hulls, only very brief and tentative suggestions for suitable approaches can be made at this time.

Subject to further detailed studies, it appears that basic guidance in this problem area may be obtained from the structural design procedures currently being developed for the hulls of hydrofoil boats which employ submerged foils. The fundamental concept for such hulls covers a condition in which the boat is running foilborne at maximum speed in its maximum design sea state. In this condition, it is supposed that all forward (or, alternately all aft) foils are subject to a catastrophic failure, i.e., for purpose of calculation, they are considered to disappear. The resulting unbalance results in the crashing of the hull forebody (alternately, stern) into the water and, for conservatism, it is further assumed that the impact occurs on the flank of an incoming wave. This design impact condition is used as the basis for impact history calculation using the hull geometry and applicable impact theory (virtual mass, expanding plate, etc.) to obtain local pressures, total loads, load centroids, etc.

A similar approach for the hydro-ski seaplane would involve a "hull crashing" condition while planing in rough water. Because this approach is entirely novel, it appears necessary to investigate several combinations of speeds, initial aircraft trims, and engine power settings to establish the most critical design conditions for the various portions of the hull.

For military aircraft applications this approach might be viewed as being too conservative, so that an alternate rational criterion should also be considered, such as the hull contacting a wave while ski-borne. For large hydro-skis it seems reasonable to design the hull for wave impacts at the unporting speed, while, for penetrating hydro-skis, some speed between unporting and take-off would be used.
6. HYDRO-SKI SEAPLANE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

This section discusses those characteristics which have been found to be of fundamental importance in the appreciation of hydro-ski seaplane performance qualities. A similar discussion of stability and control characteristics is given in Section 7 of this report.

(For General Performance Characteristics, See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (22), (92), (93), (94), (97), (100), (101), (102), (103), (107), (109), (134), (158), (159), (160), (161), (167), (169), (170), (173), (175), (177), (184), (187), (190), (191), (192), (193).)

6.1 UNPORTING SPEED

The unporting speed is, by definition, the speed at which the hydro-ski emerges and represents that speed above which the hull may be considered to have only minor influence on behavior of a hydro-ski seaplane. For a conventional seaplane, the hull is the source of the behavior and load problems occurring in rough water. It follows that, if no other problems were involved, the hull of a hydro-ski seaplane should be raised out of the water at the lowest possible speed.

For the same airplane, a practical sized low beam loading hydro-ski will give a lower unporting speed than a smaller, high beam loading hydro-ski. Therefore, the heavier, low beam loading hydro-ski results in lower hull impact loads than the lighter high beam loading hydro-ski. Furthermore, improved aerodynamic control is achieved with an increase in unporting speeds. The choice of unporting speed is therefore one of the fundamental quantities that must be considered in the establishment of hydro-ski size.

6.2 UNPORTING/TAKE-OFF SPEED RATIO

Of greater performance significance, than the absolute value of the unporting speed, is the ratio of unporting to take-off speed. Although the total dynamic force acting on a hydro-ski seaplane results from both water and air flow about the lifting surfaces, controllability is obtained only from the aerodynamic surfaces. Clearly then, the unporting - take-off speed ratio, is indicative of the degree to which the pilot can control the aircraft attitude either to minimize resistance for improved take-off performance or, to counteract destabilizing effects inherent in the hydro-ski configuration.

Unless it has unusual inherent stability characteristics, a hydro-ski seaplane with a low ratio of unporting to take-off speed will generally require skillful piloting to achieve successful

* The hydro-ski trailing edge flap, described elsewhere in this report, represents the only attempt made, thus far, to utilize hydrodynamic controls in a hydro-ski seaplane.
unporting because of the "sluggish" or non-existent response to aerodynamic control movements. This problem diminishes with increasing unporting/take-off speed ratio but, on the other hand, hull load alleviation effectiveness will be reduced as this ratio approaches unity.

6.3 UNPORTING TRIM

The maximum trim angle during the unporting process has an important bearing on the performance acceptability during take-off. High unporting trims are undesirable because of the associated poor spray and high resistance characteristics. However, it is immediately recognized that the hydrodynamic lift force generated by the hydro-ski, as required to effect unporting, is partly accomplished by means of increasing trim.

For the relatively large, low beam loading hydro-skis, where unporting inherently occurs at speeds below which aerodynamic controls are effective, the pilot may have little or no capability to minimize unporting spray and drag. However, in the case of a penetrating hydro-ski type, with its higher unporting/take-off speed ratio, the pilot can, by increasing unporting speed, maintain more moderate trim angles during unporting and thereby improve spray and resistance performance.

6.4 UNPORTING SPRAY

The spray generated by a hydro-ski during unporting has proven to be one of the most critical problem areas. There have been occasions where huge quantities of spray were thrown up and practically enveloped the entire aircraft. Aside from the obvious visual discomfort to the pilot, the take-off performance appreciably suffered because of the reduced thrust and propeller erosion caused by spray.

The hydro-ski configuration designer must pay particular attention to design details affecting spray performance since experience has shown that towing tank tests do not completely simulate prototype spray. As mentioned elsewhere, this lack of similarity is caused largely by the yaw and roll constraints normally applied to a tow tank model.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (1), (5), (8), (15), (22), (27), (72), (81), (92), (97), (100), (102), (103), (107), (122), (158), (161), (173), (177), (184).)

6.5 RESISTANCE

6.5.1 Smooth Water

The calm water resistance, particularly in the unporting speed region, materially influences the take-off time. A hydro-ski installation on conventional hull seaplanes generally increases the hump resistance and tends to deteriorate take-off performance. For this reason, it may be desirable to design a hull take-off capability into an operational hydro-ski seaplane, by incorporating retractable hydro-skis. This approach may not be necessary however, since future seaplanes will likely have adequate thrust and high aerodynamic lift at low speeds.
Should the hull configuration be such that the hydro-ski is necessarily also extended for smooth water take-off, refinements contributing to drag reduction should be thoroughly considered. A small reduction in hump drag, where excess thrust is at a minimum, can result in a significant improvement in take-off time.

6.5.2 Rough Water

In wave conditions not severe enough to induce excessive pitching motions, the rough water resistance of a hydro-ski seaplane is of less concern than its calm water resistance. This aspect of hydro-ski seaplane performance, as previously discussed, is primarily caused by favorable wind effects, including the direct effect of increasing wing lift and the indirect effect of increasing the aerodynamic control available to the pilot. However, with a further increase in sea state, the resistance rises again primarily because of the increase in angular motions. Of course, if the hydro-ski seaplane configuration is such that the ski is extended for rough water operations only, the resistance under these conditions must be properly accounted for in performance estimates.

6.6 TAKE-OFF TIME

6.6.1 Smooth Water

The calm water take-off time is, of course, a fundamental parameter in seaplane performance evaluation. For a hydro-ski modification of a hull seaplane having good excess thrust margins, take-off time improvement as compared with the basic seaplane performance, has been recorded even though the hump drag was increased. This improvement however, rapidly diminishes with lower excess thrust margins, so that it may not be generally claimed as an inherent advantage of a hydro-ski seaplane.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (8), (22), (91), (92), (97), (100), (101), (107), (160), (161), (173), (184), (191), (196).)

6.6.2 Rough Water

Take-off time is, of course, directly related to resistance. Therefore, previous comments on rough water resistance are, in actuality, applicable to the rough water take-off time; thus no further discussion is needed.

6.7 SKI-STRUT VIBRATIONS

As revealed by flight tests, the structural flexibility of a hydro-ski installation may be the source of ski-strut vibration response problems if not adequately considered during the design phase. To date, the analytical studies conducted during the development of hydro-ski configurations have been concerned only with the more basic design parameters and treat the hydro-ski aircraft combination as a rigid body (except for shock-absorber, if any). Moreover, the geometrically similar models used in the towing tank program usually scale to a
much higher structural stiffness than the prototype. In this sense, past full-scale hydro-ski flight tests have been conducted on relatively flexible vehicles for which the effects of structural flexibility on hydrodynamic characteristics have not been previously evaluated.

The current seaplane strength and rigidity specification requires that the dynamic response of the structure, including structural flexibility, be determined for the loadings developed in rough water take-offs and landings. Presumably then, in future hydro-ski seaplane programs, most of the structural dynamic response problems will be uncovered in the design phase, rather than during the full scale performance evaluation. It is the intent of this section to review the experience in ski-strut vibrations, and thereby point out the need for investigations of the associated phenomena, so that projected hydro-ski seaplanes may avoid this potential problem area.

6.7.1 Wave Impact Response

A single impact on a hydro-ski installation induces a transient and vibratory motion which, ordinarily, will not be of significance in comparison to the rigid body response. However, under some conditions, when planing in choppy water, where the hydro-ski impacts can occur in rapid succession, a resonant response may result which tends to magnify the loads and motions. As yet, no catastrophic performance has been attributed to this condition. Nevertheless, it is also an admitted possibility, so that, in view of the potentially serious consequences of its occurrence, the design analysis should investigate this behavioral mode.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (22), (96), (100), (101), (158), (159), (161), (166), (179), (182).)

6.7.2 Hydroelastic Effects

In one full-scale hydro-ski installation, hydroelastically-induced, violent lateral ski-strut vibrations occurred prior to unporting at long strut extensions. As a result, operating this prototype hydro-ski configuration had to be at a somewhat smaller strut extension than the one indicated by the tow tank tests. It is therefore desirable that this phenomenon be investigated during the design phase of a hydro-ski seaplane, in order that performance expectations, as related to strut length, be realized.

The cause of this unsatisfactory behavior appears to have been the resonant response of the ski-strut structure to the lateral forces induced by an asymmetric periodic flow phenomenon ("vortex ventilation") developed on the hydro-ski or strut at a particular combination of speed, depth and trim. In view of the complex nature of this phenomenon, it may be necessary to rely on towing tank procedures to explore the possibility of its occurrence on a prototype hydro-ski configuration.

Another hydroelastic phenomenon of interest is the self-excited hydroelastic vibrations which have been found (in tow tank tests) to occur on large wetted aspect ratio, flexible planing surfaces. The initial studies of this effect were motivated by their potential
applicability to hydro-skis. However, the theory successfully explaining this effect shows that the conditions leading to this behavior, (exceptionally calm water, high wetted aspect ratio and ski flexibility) do not usually apply to conventional ski design and/or full-scale hydro-ski seaplane operation. Accordingly, it is considered that this mode of vibration is not of practical concern to the hydro-ski designer.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (26), (77), (87), (104), (177), (191), (192), (193), (195).)

6.8 HIGH SPEED TAXIING

In addition to its load-alleviating characteristics in seaplane take-offs and landings, a hydro-ski installation also contributes toward a more comfortable ride during high-speed planing. Consequently, unlike conventional seaplane operations, where the hull bottom pounding during planing produces much noise and vibration, there will be a greater tendency for pilots to utilize a hydro-ski seaplane in high speed taxiing conditions.

High speed planing performance is primarily concerned with turning maneuverability. Single hydro-ski installations are distinctly superior to twin hydro-skis in this respect because twin skis are inherently resistive to banking of the aircraft. Further, because of their flat turn characteristics, twin skis exhibit greater skidding tendencies.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (24), (60), (74), (95), (96), (97), (100), (102), (104), (138), (169), (190).)
7. HYDRO-SKI SEAPLANE STABILITY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS

The stability and control characteristics of a hydro-ski seaplane configuration are fundamental to the successful performance of the vehicle. Although this design aspect is of equal importance in hull type seaplanes, the problems are generally much more severe for hydro-ski seaplanes. This is caused primarily by the fact that the hydro-ski configuration must undergo a stability critical unporting process, which has no counterpart in hull seaplane operations. Also, the hydro-ski and strut arrangement itself contributes certain destabilizing effects; these will now be clarified.

7.1 LONGITUDINAL

Experience has shown that, with rare exceptions, the stability and control problems associated with the longitudinal (primarily heaving and pitching) motions of the hydro-ski seaplane are far more critical than those associated with the directional and lateral (primarily yawing and rolling) motions. Whereas the directional and lateral problems sometimes result in additional demands on the pilot's skill and efforts, they are generally not insurmountable. On the other hand, an unsatisfactory ski installation can result in longitudinal problems which render the aircraft completely unsatisfactory, and even uncontrollable under certain operational conditions. Consequently, while establishing an arrangement primarily on the basis of longitudinal considerations, the hydro-ski designer will also bear in mind those aspects of the design which influence yaw and roll stability, in order that the aircraft also be acceptable in these respects.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (22), (27), (30), (31), (32), (33), (52), (53), (61), (62), (77), (92), (93), (97), (99), (100), (101), (102), (103), (104), (106), (107), (109), (111), (116), (120), (122), (125), (128), (131), (136), (137), (139), (142), (145), (147), (151), (155), (158), (159), (160), (161), (163), (167), (169), (170), (172), (173), (175), (177), (178), (180), (181), (182), (184), (185), (188), (190), (191), (192), (193), (196).)

7.1.1 Pre-unporting Regime

At low speeds, and prior to the initiation of the unporting action, no longitudinal stability problems are anticipated. The bow-down moment resulting from the hydro-ski and strut drag, is compensated by the bow-up moment developed by the dynamic lift for a properly located hydro-ski. In general, in this speed range, the trim and rise of a hydro-ski seaplane will be moderately higher than that of a comparable hull seaplane. Furthermore, observational impressions indicate that, in the pre-unporting range, the aircraft pitching oscillations in rough water are damped by the hydrodynamic forces developed on the hydro-ski.

7.1.2 Unporting

In take-off, the first speed region critical for longitudinal stability is at the initiation of hydro-ski unporting where the combination of increasing trim and approach to the free surface causes flow separation from the upper surface of the hydro-ski. Such flow separation
or "cavity formation", if occurring as an integral feature of the unporting process can give rise to an undesirable condition of "emergence instability", this phenomena will now be explained.

If the unporting speed is sufficiently low (typically, for low beam loading skis), this flow separation is usually caused by ventilation whereby the top of the ski is vented to the atmosphere. Furthermore, inception of this ventilation may be caused by aeration of the ski's tip vortices or by downward extension of the aeration cavity associated with the surface-piercing ski support strut. At high unporting speeds, typical of very high beam loading skis on large aircraft, flow separation can also occur through inception of cavitation on the ski itself or through the spreading of strut cavitation. These flow phenomena are further complicated by certain effects directly associated with the ski's low aspect ratio.

Aside from the ski and strut geometry, the particular prevailing (steady state) flow regime is dependent on speed, ski trim, and ski depth. It may be mentioned that the relations and boundaries between these various flow regimes, together with corresponding ski loads, have been quite thoroughly investigated in towing tank tests using combinations of struts and (independently) practical ski shapes and idealized skis (low aspect ratio flat plates).

Despite the detailed complexities of these flow processes, the fundamental aspects of the "emergence instability" problem can be explained in terms of basic hydrodynamic theory, as follows:

For given values of speed, trim (angle of attack), and with a fixed reference area, the lift force acting on a dynamic lifting surface (wing, foil, ski, etc.) of a given aspect ratio depends on its "two-dimensional lift curve slope." This quantity, in turn, depends on the nature of the flow around the surface's cross-section, as shown by the following set of (theoretical) values:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FLOW</th>
<th>$C_{L^2}$ (THEOR.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fully Wetted</td>
<td>$2\pi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventilated (Submerged)</td>
<td>$\pi/2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully Cavitated (Submerged)</td>
<td>$\pi/2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planing</td>
<td>$\pi$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, the ventilated and fully cavitated conditions differ from one another only in the pressure on the upper surface, i.e., atmospheric pressure (ventilated) and water vapor pressure (cavitation).

During unporting and irrespective of the particular type of cavity created, if the flow about the ski changes suddenly from a fully wetted condition to a cavity condition (ventilated or fully cavitated), this change will be accompanied by an equally sudden and very marked reduction in the ski lift, tending to make the ski resubmerge. In general, this "force-break" effect is more pronounced at low unporting speeds where the ski lift act balance the major portion of the aircraft weight.
On the other hand, if the ski unporting speed is so great that the (submerged) ski is in a substantially ventilated or even fully cavitated condition prior to its unporting, the unporting process is actually accompanied by an increase of ski lift, tending to guarantee the complete absence of any resubmergence possibility.

This fundamental difference between the low and high speed unporting dynamics of hydro-ski installations has been fully confirmed both in towing tank and full-scale flight tests. Moreover, noting that, for a given seaplane, the unporting speed is directly dependent on the ski beam loading, it follows that high beam loading skis (generally) have an additional desirable feature in that they directly eliminate the possibility of this "ski emergence instability."

Historically, the emergence instability problem was first encountered in towing tank tests of low beam loading skis where it manifested itself particularly in a porpoising behavior of the model during runs made at constant speed at, or close to, the unporting speed. However, further tank tests, later verified in full-scale tests, showed that such porpoising did not exist in accelerated take-off tests made with realistic acceleration values. Despite this fact, emergence instability has been encountered in full-scale flight tests. In this case, in spite of the (adverse) low speeds involved, the pilot's elevator control proved more than adequate to eliminate the instability. It was only necessary to maintain a forward yoke position in the initial portion of the take-off run to obtain a somewhat lower trim angle at unporting. The resulting increased unporting speed was then adequate to eliminate the instability.

With the current emphasis on high beam loading skis, emergence instability may be regarded as a completely insignificant problem area. A force-break occurrence will have less effect, and more important, aerodynamic control and damping forces are greater, all of which help to contribute to stable action. It should also be mentioned that, in at least one case, increasing acceleration was found to deteriorate the emergence stability. It is believed that this phenomenon is attributable to a low value of aerodynamic damping.

If, for the moment, attention is solely confined to the hydro-ski, and, as is likely, the hydro-ski is in a cavity flow regime on approaching the water surface, the transition from submerged to planing will be made stable. Such behavior is predicated on the absence of factors causing excessive trim reduction and, thus, a loss of planing lift and consequent resubmergence. The basic reason for this lies in the realm of fundamental hydrodynamics. The lift in cavity flow, where only the full bottom area is wetted, is about one-half of what it would be in the planing condition with the same wetted area, a phenomenon which can be explained by the nature of the flow around the leading edge in each case. Stated simply, the theoretical lift-slope of a two dimensional submerged flat plate in cavity flow is $\pi/2$, while it is $\pi$ in the planing condition.

* Note that this technique is completely opposite to standard flight procedures for conventional seaplanes and also to natural piloting instinct.
It is further indicated that emergence instability is strongly influenced by the detailed nature of the transient water flow processes which occur in hydro-ski broaching. Primary among these are the spray characteristics developed when the hydro-ski bow pierces the water surface at high trim and velocity. If a heavy spray reaches critical regions of the aircraft, such as the engines or tail surfaces, thrust may be reduced and/or diving moments developed, either of which effects can cause an unstable condition. Dynamic model tow tank tests are considered mandatory to ensure that the full-scale configuration will be free of (uncontrollable) ski emergence instability.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (7), (12), (27), (77), (92), (97), (100), (102), (103), (104), (106), (107), (135), (163), (181), (190)

7.1.3 Post-Unporting

Following the unporting process, the hydro-ski remains in the planing condition throughout the remainder of the take-off run. In this post-unporting regime, the hydro-ski seaplane may encounter the same types of longitudinal instability present in conventional hull seaplanes, i.e., so-called low-angle and high-angle porpoising conditions. Furthermore, with conventional seaplanes, the fundamental criterion relating to these instabilities is the existence, at any given speed, of a large practical trim range between the two porpoising "boundaries." A further criterion is that the low-angle porpoising trim limit must be sufficiently low so as not to impair the seaplane's hydrodynamic resistance either directly through trim effects or, indirectly, through deleterious spray affects.

7.1.3.1 Low-Angle Porpoising

Similar to an aircraft in flight, a seaplane planing in smooth water at constant speed and trim under equilibrium conditions may be dynamically unstable. By this it is meant that, if the seaplane is displaced from its equilibrium speed-attitude condition by a small amount, the aerodynamic and hydrodynamic forces and moments generated by the displacement are such that the ensuing seaplane motions consist of a series of oscillations whose magnitudes increase exponentially with time. This type of behavior may be contrasted with that corresponding to an equilibrium condition which is dynamically stable, in which the seaplane motions following a disturbance consist either of a "subsidence" (non-oscillatory, damped motion) or, of a damped oscillation.

In the case of the planing seaplane (either hull or hydro-ski types) dynamic instability manifests itself in the following manner. At a fixed planing speed and at a particular trim, the airplane is (let us say) dynamically stable in the preceding sense. The airplane may then be re-trimmed at a lower trim angle, through elevator control and required throttle adjustment, so that the original speed is maintained. If this process is continued with small decreases in speed at each step, a particular trim angle (lower trim stability limit) will be reached at which the aircraft will have lost its dynamic stability (i.e., its capability for damping oscillations) and become "neutrally stable". Whereas, theoretically, this neutral stability condition is considered as a sharp boundary between stable and unstable behavior,
it actually manifests itself as a narrow region in which oscillations can maintain a finite amplitude. In practice, the boundary is defined as the trim angle at which these sustained neutral oscillations have a double amplitude of 2 degrees. Further decrease of the equilibrium trim angle then results in a genuine dynamic instability. The seaplane modes of oscillation significant in this instability behavior are heaving and pitching while the associated surging motions are usually very small and thus, have little effect on the stability trim limit.

While many hydro-ski installations exhibit this type of instability with sufficient reduction in trim, it has been found, for the most part, that the associated trim stability limits neither affect the operation of the airplane nor result in excessive resistance or adverse spray characteristics. More specifically, in those cases involving the addition of a hydro-ski to an existing hull seaplane, this addition usually had no adverse effect on the low trim stability limits.

However, in one case involving towing tank tests of a small ski installation, the lower trim limits were found to be excessively high and, further, these limits could not be improved by the usual devices of reasonable shifts of the aircraft e.g. and/or the ski longitudinal location.

It is important to note that the problem of lower limit porpoising has only been investigated on an "ad hoc" basis in the development of working configurations of specific ski installations and, equivalently, no experimental or analytical parametric studies have been made of this important problem area. Although never explicitly demonstrated by such studies, it appears that, just as with hull-type seaplanes, the aerodynamic characteristics of the hydro-ski seaplane have a basic effect on the low trim stability limits.

7.1.3.2 High-Angle Porpoising

In the conventional seaplane, high speed planing at high trims is often accompanied by a "roach" or "rooster tail" in the wake of the hull. This phenomenon is the direct result of the transformation of the kinetic energy, imparted to the water mostly in the stagnation portion of the wetted hull bottom and being transformed into the potential energy of an elevated water surface. Depending on a number of configuration factors, this "roach" may be that high and that close to the planing surface (hull forebody) that it wets a portion of the hull afterbody. Aside from the obviously undesirable nature of this condition from the resistance standpoint, it is perhaps even more undesirable because it can also obviously lead to the class of unstable oscillations labeled high angle porpoising. These oscillations, primarily involving trim changes, may be considered to involve a resonance between the aircraft's natural pitching frequency (as determined by aerodynamic and hydrodynamic characteristics) and the "applied" frequency associated with the unsteady forces generated by the "roach" motion relative to the afterbody.

In the case of the hydro-ski seaplane operating at a comparable high speed and high trim, the "roach", as such, is often more severe, i.e., it is higher and closer to the ski. However, in most hydro-ski installations, these effects are more than compensated by the
vertical distance of the ski below the afterbody keel, so that the "roach" does not reach the afterbody. For such installations, the net effect of the ski is beneficial, i.e., the upper trim stability limits are raised. Vice versa, there have been cases where these stability limits were lowered because of a too low effective strut length. It follows that high angle porpoising is a problem area requiring specific investigation in the tow tank test phase of hydro-ski development particularly in those cases where, for any reason, short strut lengths are under consideration.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (5), (8), (10), (12), (22), (27), (31), (33), (100), (101), (103), (104), (109), (111), (151), (158), (159), (160), (163), (169), (172), (185).)

7.1.4 Touchdown

The longitudinal stability at touchdown is dependent on the magnitude of the moment about the aircraft center of gravity caused by the impacting hydro-ski. If the hydro-ski is too far forward, an excessive pitch-up motion will occur. Vice versa, diving will take place if the hydro-ski is too far aft.

Towing tank model tests have been conducted which relate the optimum hydro-ski location to the value of beam loading coefficient. As the hydro-ski beam loading is increased, the further forward it must be located in order to prevent diving. Furthermore, with penetrating type hydro-skis, low trim landings are also conducive to diving. These effects are to be expected, since both high beam loading and low trims imply impacts with ski submergence, strut wetting and thus, relatively high drag component. In such cases, the resultant inclined force developed on the hydro-ski and strut tends to produce a bow-down motion of the aircraft unless the ski is located sufficiently far forward.

7.1.5 Ski Submergence

During the landing runout, a speed is reached at which the hydro-ski can no longer be maintained in the surface planing condition. (In general, because of different power settings, this landing ski submergence speed differs from the take-off ski importing speed.) For large, low beam loading hydro-skis, there is little possibility of longitudinal instability as the aircraft settles down on the hull because the ski submergence speed is relatively low and also because of the high longitudinal deceleration.

In the case of smaller penetrating hydro-skis, the comparable submergence speed is somewhat higher. However, if the ski has been properly located in towing tank tests, there will be no uncontrollable pitching motions induced, so that, here also, longitudinal stability on ski submergence is not expected to be a problem area, nor has it been on full scale tests.

7.2 DIRECTIONAL

A hydro-ski seaplane configuration is usually established with the aid of towing tank tests where the model is restrained against roll and yaw motions. Therefore, although
longitudinal stability requirements may have been satisfied, the subjects of directional and lateral stability remain to be investigated to ensure proper prototype performance. This section will first consider the stability characteristics associated with angles of yaw.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (5), (12), (15), (22), (92), (93), (97), (100), (101), (102), (103), (104), (106), (107), (109), (147), (151), (158), (161), (167), (169), (170), (173), (175), (177), (182), (184), (185), (190), (192). (193).)

7.2.1 Pre-unporting Regime

Longitudinal stability considerations have been shown to be of prime importance in determining the fore-and-aft location of the hydro-ski installation. The typical hydro-ski arrangement will be established, from tank tests, somewhere forward of the aircraft center of gravity. On this account, any hydrodynamic yawing moments and/or side forces developed by the hydro-ski and strut are obviously directionally destabilizing.

Directional stability prior to unporting has been found to be one of the most critical areas in operating full-scale hydro-ski aircraft. Because of the relatively forward position of the hydro-ski and strut, it is evident that the severity of a directional stability problem is directly related to the strut length. It follows that, for the same basic aircraft at the same speed with strut fully wetted, a penetrating hydro-ski installation, with its naturally longer and further forward strut, may be more critical with respect to pre-unporting directional stability than the large hydro-ski installations. However, since a large hydro-ski contributes a significant portion of the side force and yawing moment developed by an immersed ski-strut combination, it is possible that, even with the further forward location of the strut, pre-unporting directional stability of a penetrating hydro-ski installation will not be more critical.

Fortunately, the aircraft yawing rates associated with directional instability at pre-unporting speeds are relatively slow. Consequently, if the pilot has control available for applying restoring movements, the yaw motion in the pre-unporting range can be kept within tolerable limits. For some aircraft configurations, particularly multi-engined propeller driven aircraft, yaw control is readily available by means of asymmetrical thrust and possible rudder slip-stream effects. As a corollary, a single engine jet aircraft could easily be deficient in this control mode, in which case it might be necessary to provide a water rudder control. It is also seen that a shock absorber strut supported hydro-ski may be beneficial in this connection since mechanical means may then be employed to maintain a shortened strut up to the time unporting action begins.

7.2.2 Unporting, Post-unporting, and Touchdown

Once unporting action begins, wherein the hull forebody and hydro-ski emerge, directional stability and control characteristics rapidly improve to the point where no special pilot skill is required through take-off. During crosswind landings, however, excessive sideslip angle at the instant of touchdown must be avoided. A touchdown at too high a sideslip angle may cause a rapid, uncontrollable yaw response.
7.2.3 Ski Submergence

After touchdown, hydro-ski planing is maintained until the velocity has dropped to the point where the ski can no longer be kept on the surface. The speed at which this occurs is dependent upon the hydro-ski size, and is relatively lower for the larger type skis.

With ski submergence and consequent strut wetting, there is usually a tendency for the aircraft to water loop as the hull settles down. This tendency is caused by the destabilizing influence of any inadvertent side loads acting on the strut. Because of the low velocity and high deceleration for configurations with large type hydro-skis, the hooking at ski submergence results only in momentary crew discomfort, with relatively little probability of damage to the aircraft. However, for a penetrating hydro-ski aircraft, ski submergence occurs at a relatively high speed. Further, as the strut is in a more forward position because of longitudinal stability considerations, hooking induced by ski submergence can, in these circumstances, cause serious consequences, and needs to be closely examined during the hydrodynamic design phase.

However, there are certain mitigating features which tend to reduce, but not eliminate, the possibility of catastrophic behavior. In the first place, because of the comparably higher ski submergence speeds of penetrating hydro-ski aircraft, aerodynamic control may be adequate to permit effective pilot action in suppressing yaw instability. Secondly, because of the high speeds, small yaw angles may result in strut ventilation with wetting on one side only, so that the strut side force is much less than that which would occur with both strut sides wetted. Thus, while directional instability at ski submergence may be a problem area, it is not necessarily an insurmountable problem.

7.3 LATERAL

Although treated as a separate item, the lateral stability and control of hydro-ski aircraft operating at the air-water interface are in most cases integrally related to the directional stability characteristics. This is easily appreciated from the fact that a side load in the vicinity of the hydro-ski and strut combination can be expected to induce relatively large net rolling moments of high effectivity.

(See Bibliography Entry Numbers: (5), (12), (22), (32), (33), (37), (38), (39), (40), (41), (42), (43), (44), (45), (46), (47), (48), (49), (50), (51), (52), (53), (54), (55), (56), (57), (58), (59), (60), (61), (62), (63), (64), (65), (66), (67), (68), (69), (70), (71), (72), (73), (74), (75), (76), (77), (78), (79), (80), (81), (82), (83), (84), (85), (86), (87), (88), (89), (90), (91), (92), (93), (94), (95), (96), (97), (98), (99), (100), (101), (102), (103), (104), (105), (106), (107), (108), (109), (110), (111), (112), (113), (114), (115), (116), (117), (118), (119), (120), (121), (122), (123), (124), (125), (126), (127), (128), (129), (130), (131), (132), (133), (134), (135), (136), (137), (138), (139), (140), (141), (142), (143), (144), (145), (146), (147), (148), (149), (150), (151), (152), (153), (154), (155), (156), (157), (158), (159), (160), (161), (162), (163), (164), (165), (166), (167), (168), (169), (170), (171), (172), (173), (174), (175), (176), (177), (178), (179), (180), (181), (182), (183), (184), (185), (186), (187), (188), (189), (190), (191), (192), (193), (194), (195), (196).)

7.3.1 Pre-unporting Regime

For the most part, those effects tending to contribute to directional instability prior to unporting are also detrimental to lateral stability. Consequently, except for the longitudinal position of ski and strut, those hydro-ski installation design features which are beneficial for directional stability prior to unporting are also advantageous from a lateral stability viewpoint.
There is, however, one operational parameter which has a primary effect on lateral stability, namely, cross-wind. At low speeds, any seaplane in a cross-wind, will tend to maintain a rolled attitude because of the wind action on the wings. At low speed, proper heading with respect to the wind is more critical for a hydro-ski seaplane because of the need to initiate the unporting action with the airplane horizontal. In the case of propeller aircraft, and provided that the wind is not too severe or gusty, this can be accomplished by skillful application of engine power throughout the pre-unporting speed range, thus utilizing the righting effect of propeller torque to level the aircraft while turning into the wind.

7.3.2 Unporting

The unporting regime is usually most critical with respect to the lateral stability of a hydro-ski seaplane. The prototype aircraft behavior in this mode is usually unpredictable prior to full-scale flight tests, as take-off tests in the towing tank are usually conducted with the model restrained in roll. Furthermore, even if yaw-induced hydrodynamic rolling moments are measured, their significance is of questionable validity, because of the unknown scale effects on cavitation and/or ventilation.

As mentioned previously, wind direction must be taken into account in order to minimize rolling tendencies during unporting. If unporting occurs at too low a speed, adequate aerodynamic restoring control moments are not available to the pilot. Here again, the hydro-ski configuration is of significance to the stability of the aircraft.

Twin ski configurations have been investigated as an approach to solving the unporting lateral stability problem more or less inherent in the single large hydro-ski. A qualitative comparison of these two configurations indicated that the twin hydro-ski lateral stability characteristics during unporting are superior to those of a single hydro-ski configuration. This statement however, should not be interpreted to mean that a twin ski configuration cannot be laterally unstable at unporting. Flight tests have shown that, if unporting was attempted with excessive heel, there is a tendency for only one ski to surface, with the associated high drag preventing the additional speed increase required to unport the other ski. However, suitable piloting technique for the approach to the unporting condition, as already indicated, proved adequate in practice to overcome this tendency.

Lateral instability problems at unporting are considerably less severe for a configuration utilizing a penetrating type hydro-ski. Since, for this case, unporting is at a comparatively high speed, aileron control is usually adequate to prevent an excessive heel angle.

7.3.3 Post-unporting, and Touchdown

The comments made on this subject of directional stability in these regimes apply equally to the roll characteristics.
7.3.4 Ski Submergence

Lateral instability at ski submergence is not considered to be a critical problem area. The process of settling down on the hull inherently limits the roll angle that may be developed assuming, of course, that adequate hydrostatic roll control devices (wing tip floats, hull sponsors, etc.) are present.
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APPENDIX A

INTERVIEWS WITH SELECTED HYDRO-SKI SPECIALISTS
MEMORANDUM
14 July 1966

To: G. Albert
From: L. Kaplan
Subject: TRIP REPORT
Survey on Hydro-Ski Design Technology (SC-164). Visit of Dr. P. A. Pepper and Mr. L. Kaplan to Marine Technology Center, Electric Boat Division of General Dynamics, San Diego, California

Date: 7 July 1966
Persons Contacted:
Mr. W. B. Barkley, Engineering Supervisor
Mr. R. M. Hopkins, Senior Engineer
Purpose: Obtain Comments of Marine Technology Center, (formerly Convair Hydro Section) on Hydro-Ski Design Technology

Summary:
MTC experience in hydro-ski design and development has shown that the selection of an optimum hydro-ski arrangement is strongly influenced by the aerodynamic characteristics, configuration, and performance associated with the basic aircraft. Consequently, no particular hydro-ski type, e.g., single, twin, variable area, penetrating, rigid strut, oleo, etc., can be considered in advance as suitable for all aircraft. Rather, a design study must be made to establish the recommended ski configuration for the specific installation. However, design features conducive to desirable spray and impact characteristics can be defined without consideration of the aircraft.

Details:

1. The former Convair Hydrodynamics Group has been taken over by the Electric Boat Division of General Dynamics and reorganized as the Marine Technology Center.
2. They have not been engaged in any hydro-ski programs since 1959 and, therefore, the list of Convair hydro-ski reports in the Edo technical library was considered by them to reflect their total contribution to this subject.

3. They are currently engaged in two programs related to water-based aircraft. One is a study to establish the design feasibility of a collapsible arrangement for the vertical float concept. This is being done in conjunction with the Goodyear Aircraft Corporation. The other contract, for ONR, is part of the Open Ocean Seaplane program, and is concerned with the utilization of analog computers for predicting the rough water behavior of seaplanes during take-off and landing. The present study calls for development of a computer program to correlate with towing tank test results on the R3Y in regular waves. A follow-on contract will consider random waves and V/STOL aircraft. Hydro-ski seaplanes have not, as yet, been considered for these studies.

4. Mssrs. Hopkins and Barkley emphasized that the aircraft aerodynamic stability characteristics strongly influence the stability performance on a hydro-ski in waves. That is, a hydro-ski configuration which exhibits satisfactory stability behavior when installed on a patrol seaplane type may not be suitable for a short-coupled, fighter-type airplane, unless appropriate design compromises are made, such as a larger tail for increased damping, or a longer hydro-ski.

5. Assuming that their current computer studies are successful, the recommendation is made that correlation on hydro-ski configurations should be conducted. This program would then provide the means for making more precise design predictions of the rough water capability of any particular proposed hydro-ski configuration.

6. MTC personnel also recommended that, to obtain information for a more rational quantitative establishment of design loads criteria and hydro-ski seaplane capability (prior to open ocean seaplane application), further full-scale scientific measurements are needed. They feel that existing data are generally incomplete and do not adequately define all the parameters, especially the wave conditions, associated with the airplane behavior. I commented that it was my understanding that much of the oscillograph records obtained in conjunction with full-scale flight tests, such as at NATC Patuxent River, were not read because of lack of manpower. To this they replied that with present day instrumentation techniques, magnetic tape data obtained can be analyzed and reduced by electronic computers. They suggest that this fact alone warrants further prototype hydro-ski seaplane flight tests, in conjunction with scientific measurements of the wave conditions.

7. With regard to specific detail features on hydro-ski design, the following comments were made:

a. Flat bottom hydro-skis are conducive to higher pressures and should therefore be avoided because of the weight penalty.
b. Chine flare, as a means of spray suppression, may not be effective for small heavily loaded hydro-skis.

c. Tapered hydro-ski sterns are desirable as a means of precluding vibrations caused by rapid load build-up during high speed taxiing in short, choppy waves.

d. If possible, the bottom shape of a retractable hydro-ski should conform to the aircraft.

e. The particular hydro-ski cross section established should be primarily based on practical design considerations, rather than hydrodynamic refinement.

f. Some form of variable area hydro-ski appears to possess the best potential for satisfying the size requirements for unporting and the load reductions at take-off and landing.

g. In general, unless cross wind take-off is a fundamental design condition, a single hydro-ski system is preferable to a twin ski arrangement. The necessary lateral stability and control for unporting should be designed into the basic airplane aerodynamic characteristics.

h. A single hydro-ski configuration may profitably utilize an oleo strut, especially if a hydraulic actuating cylinder is already incorporated to provide a two position design (low incidence for unporting, high incidence for take-off and landing).

i. The appropriate strut length is dependent upon design wave impact conditions, but with due regard for stability. They suggested that a shock absorber mounted hydro-ski airplane may be less susceptible to directional instability since the oleo tends to result in less strut submergence.

8. As an illustration of the importance of proper sea description relative to hydro-ski design criteria, it was pointed out that the twin ski Sea Dart was much superior to the R3Y in long waves, (open ocean), while the reverse was true in short waves, (sheltered water).

9. MTC recommends that computer analyses for response in design sea states be utilized to establish design loadings for the hydro-ski and hull. The computer is presently limited to vertical plane motions. However, lateral degrees of freedom can also be programmed. This would also permit the rational determination of strut side loading conditions.
10. Based on the computer correlations conducted to date, MTC believes that, except for spray effects, towing tank results on a properly simulated model realistically portray the behavior a full-scale airplane would display if it were operated in waves geometrically similar to those in the tank. The fact that prototype seaplanes do not experience the high acceleration and large motions resulting from seaplane model tests in regular waves only implies that the aircraft are not operated in the same wave conditions.

LK/vp

L. Kaplan
MEMORANDUM
9 August 1966

To: G. Albert
From: L. Kaplan
Subject: TRIP REPORT
Survey on Hydro-Ski Design Technology
Visit of Dr. P. A. Pepper and Mr. L. Kaplan to Davidson Laboratory, Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, New Jersey

Date: 2 August 1966

Persons Contacted: Mr. P. Ward Brown, Head, Marine Craft Development Group
Mr. D. Savitsky, Head, Applied Mechanics Group (Part Time)

Purpose: Obtain comments of Davidson Laboratory on hydro-ski design technology.

Summary:
Davidson Laboratory is currently engaged in the hydrodynamic design and model development of a hydro-ski seaplane modification of the Lockheed C-130 "Hercules" airplane. The initial design and model tests were performed as part of a Lockheed proposal. Further investigations of this concept are being sponsored by the Navy.

DL feels that the lack of complete scientific full-scale data on hydro-ski seaplanes prevents accurate quantitative predictions of prototype performance. Also, there is a need for a systematic series of hydro-ski seaplane model studies to establish the effects of parametric variations in configuration and wave conditions.

Details:
1. Davidson Laboratory has been actively associated with the towing tank phases of seaplane hydro-ski design technology in both specific configuration development and basic research investigations.

2. Most recently, they have been engaged by Lockheed Aircraft Corporation as hydrodynamic design consultants for the development of a seaplane modification.
of the Lockheed C-130 "Hercules" airplane. The fuselage is modified to a conventional
deadrise seaplane hull cross section by adding on the necessary watertight shape, so that
a double hull structure is obtained. The aft loading door causes a short afterbody length.
Because of the raised thrust line (for water spray clearance), and the high power available,
a large bow-down moment was developed which prevented ke-Of. A hydro-ski was there-
upon incorporated into the design for the purpose of developing the necessary bow-up hydro-
dynamic moment for successful take-off. The hydro-ski support strut length was 10 feet
(full-scale). Further Navy-sponsored model tests are scheduled for evaluation of take-off
performance with shorter strut lengths.

3. The Davidson Laboratory listing of hydro-ski documents was ex-
amined, and they have been formally requested to supply Edo with nine (9) references perti-
nent to the subject contract.

4. Towing tank model tests are recognized as providing necessary
and valuable guidance to the designer for establishment of a hydro-ski configuration suitable
for a prototype installation. However, because of limitations inherent in towing tank tech-
nique, considerable judgement and experience are required for interpretation of observed
model behavior in relation to predictions of full-scale behavior. The model take-off charac-
teristics represent the behavior in a stick-fixed condition, so that the important influence
of pilot control is not present. Consequently, the unporting instability frequently displayed
by hydro-ski seaplane models, can usually be discounted on the premise that pilot control
will prevent premature unporting and therefore, emergence instability. Of perhaps even
greater importance in preventing hydro-ski emergence instability, is the existence of suf-
ficient acceleration, or excess thrust. This is readily demonstrated in the towing tank,
where, for some hydro-ski seaplane models, unporting oscillations will occur only in the
constant speed runs, and not be evidenced in accelerated take-off runs. It can be stated
that high accelerations (i.e., high excess thrust on the full-scale airplane) will solve many of
the problems associated with hydro-ski unporting.

5. Another limitation of conventional tow tank technique, as applied
to hydro-ski seaplanes, is that the model is restrained in roll and yaw. Consequently, the
directional and lateral instability problems encountered in full-scale take-off runs are not
uncovered during the model development phase. However, Davidson Laboratory feels confi-
dent in their ability to develop a seaplane test apparatus that will permit take-off runs to be
made with the model restrained only in side motion. Furthermore, a model autopilot can be
devised which would be a reasonable representation of a pilot's corrective action to yawing
and rolling tendencies during take-off. Although the model would now require simulation of
directional and lateral static and dynamic characteristics, this approach holds promise of
ascertaining and solving directional and lateral instability problems prior to full-scale flight
tests. This technique however, would be used only after a hydro-ski configuration is estab-
lished with the model motion confined to the vertical plane.
6. The Davidson Laboratory feels that the available full-scale test data on hydro-ski seaplanes are inadequate to perform accurate quantitative correlations and prediction of the performance to be expected in operational conditions. Their examination of considerable full-scale flight test data revealed that much of the data obtained could not be correlated because of the lack of measured associated data, such as; winds, waves, water speed, and clear definition of take-off time. Many of the parameters important to a quantitative analysis of the data are expressed in terms of "pilot impressions." Accordingly, they subscribe wholeheartedly to the need for a full-scale hydro-ski test program, on at least a 50,000 lb. gross weight aircraft, with emphasis on scientific measurements of the environment and performance with and without hydro-skis.

7. With regard to tow tank testing, the following additional comments were made:

a. Accurate model simulation of prototype aerodynamic characteristics is very important in obtaining results representative of full-scale behavior.

b. There are no significant scale effects which would cause differences between model and prototype.

c. Full scale aircraft will exhibit the same spray characteristics as the model, with differences being primarily caused by the fact that the model motion is restrained to the vertical plane only.

d. The model scale radius of gyration should be within 20% of prototype value in order that motion in waves be representative of full-scale behavior under the same conditions.

8. With regard to hydro-ski design the following comments were made:

a. A transversely bent flat plate is adequate for a hydro-ski section.

b. A longitudinally cambered hydro-ski does not achieve any improvement in performance.

c. Ski (strut) should be located for best behavior in pitch stability.

d. A blunt base strut section is preferred in order to provide early ventilation of the hydro-ski upper surface.

9. A Davidson Laboratory report will soon be issued which will provide data useful for estimating spray drag of hydro-ski support struts.
10. The major effort in model testing of hydro-ski seaplane configurations has been associated with development programs of specific full-scale aircraft. Consequently, there is little model test data available for rational estimation of the effect of hydro-ski design variables and environment on performance. Therefore, Davidson Laboratory recommends that a basic research program be undertaken which would systematically investigate hydro-ski seaplane performance with parametric variation such as; ski size, strut length, aerodynamic characteristics, wave conditions, e.g. location, etc.

L. Kaplan
MEMORANDUM
11 October 1966

To: G. Albert
From: L. Kaplan
Subject: Survey on Hydro-Ski Design Technology. Visit of Mr. David B. Thurston of Thurston Aircraft Corporation to Edo Corporation
Date: 5 October 1966
Present at Conference: David B. Thurston, President, Thurston Aircraft Corporation
Dr. P. A. Pepper - Edo
L. Kaplan - Edo
Purpose: Obtain comments of D. B. Thurston on Hydro-Ski Design Technology

Summary:
Mr. Thurston has been in charge of the recent Navy-sponsored program for prototype development of hydro-ski design refinements. The results obtained from full-scale flight tests of several hydro-ski designs on the same airplane have forcefully demonstrated that consideration of aircraft characteristics is of major importance in achieving successful hydro-ski seaplane performance.

Details:
1. With the loss of the PBM-5 airplane, the Navy decided to proceed with hydro-ski seaplane research and development using the LA-4A "Skimmer" as an economical test bed. Mr. Thurston has, under Navy contract, been in charge of the engineering design, fabrication, and flight tests conducted on four hydro-ski configurations tested on this aircraft.
2. The first hydro-ski design tested was a model of the small hydro-ski installed on the PBM-5. This installation was undertaken to correlate the flight test results between the two aircraft. The data obtained demonstrated that, allowing for differences in the aerodynamic characteristics of each airplane, the behavior of each, during take-off and landing was essentially the same.

3. The principal cause for the behavior not being more closely simulated is attributed to two basic facts. First, the "Skimmer" stall angle is significantly less than the PBM-5. Second, propeller slipstream effects are different. The PBM-5 is a conventional twin-engine type, while the "Skimmer" has a high-mounted single "pusher" propeller which, for example, contributed to eliminating the tail wetting observed in the tow tank tests.

4. The "Skimmer" towing tank tests also indicated that, because of the ski penetration in steep waves, high hull impact accelerations would result at speeds corresponding to transition from hull-borne to ski-borne. This prediction was never experienced during the extensive flight test program. Mr. Thurston suggested that the cause for this discrepancy may be attributed to the winds associated with full-scale wave conditions. This explanation seems valid when one considers that rough water wind speeds, in which the "Skimmer" was flown, are about half the unporting speed.

5. Testing various ski designs on the "Skimmer" demonstrated that: a) chine flare is effective in reducing planing spray, b) aside from increased aircraft trim control at touchdown, no significant hydrodynamic improvement is obtained with a cambered ski, c) the ski and strut should be located as far aft as practical for best stability and control, and d) retraction to a hull bottom may be the primary consideration in determining the shape of the upper portion of the hydro-ski.

6. The criteria for determining the optimum strut length for a hydro-ski installation appear to be intimately related to the airplane behavior in rough water at low speeds. That is, observations during the "Skimmer" flight test program indicate that the strut length should be limited to that value of wave height which the basic aircraft without ski can successfully negotiate in terms of stability and control at hump speeds.

7. Mr. Thurston feels that present-day towing tank techniques do not adequately predict all the full-scale characteristics of a hydro-ski seaplane configuration. He therefore feels that before any large hydro-ski seaplane is built a piloted scale model should first be tested.
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This report is the first part of a two-phase study for the survey and analysis of hydro-ski seaplane technology. As such, it contains qualitative correlations of the results of all data relevant to the definition of optimum hydro-ski shape, spray characteristics, and longitudinal, lateral, and directional stability of the hydro-ski seaplane during take-off and landing. A bibliography of hydro-ski technology is also included. The Phase II report, to be issued at a later date, will contain related parametric analyses.

These two documents will contain all of the information required for establishing a preliminary hydro-ski configuration for a given set of design criteria and thereby eliminate the need to review the entire vast literature on seaplane hydro-skis.
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